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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
The following parties were named in the proceeding before the district court: 
1. Plaintiffs Earl E. Conroy and Loretta S. Conroy are represented by their counsel, 
Mark S. Miner. 
2. Defendants Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne were served by publication and by 
mail. R. 76-78; 95-97; 152-153; 167-168; 241. The Paynes did not enter an appearance in this 
case. 
3. Defendants Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson were personally served on January 
25, 1988. R. 63-66. On or about February 11, 1988, the Johnsons disclaimed all right, title, 
and interest in the property being foreclosed by the plaintiffs. R. 211-212. Counsel H. Michael 
Drake appeared on behalf of the Johnsons on April 16, 1991. R. 303-304. 
4. Defendant J. Gary Sheets dba Sheets Investment Company was personally served 
on January 22, 1988. R. 61-62. On February 19, 1988, counsel for Mr. Sheets notified the 
Court that Mr. Sheets filed bankruptcy on January 31, 1986. R. 229-229a. On February 14, 
1989, the automatic stay in Mr. Sheets1 bankruptcy was lifted. R. 245. Counsel for Mr. Sheets 
then filed a disclaimer of interest in the subject property on or about February 16, 1989. R. 246. 
5. Robert V. Watkins disclaimed an interest in the property on or about February 15, 
1988. R. 211-213. 
6. Michael T. Holland disclaimed an interest in the property on or about March 1, 
1988. R. 239-240. 
7. First Interstate Bank was named as a defendant in the action. Counsel for 
Appellees cannot find proof of service or an appearance by First Interstate Bank. 
li 
8. Lloyd D. Brooks disclaimed an interest in the property on or about January 27, 
1988. R. 70. 
9. David B. Gardner dba Quality Warehouse Center was personally served on or 
about February 22, 1988, R. 236-238, and by publication and by mail. R. 76-78; 95-97; 241. 
Mr. Gardner did not enter an appearance. 
10. The Utah State Tax Commission filed a disclaimer of interest on or about February 
8, 1988. R. 90-91. 
11. Kel-Cap, Incorporated was served by publication and by mail. R. 76-78; 95-97; 
241. Kel-Cap did not enter an appearance. 
12. Utah Title and Abstract Company was named as a defendant in the action. 
Counsel for Appellees cannot find proof of service or an appearance by Utah Title and Abstract. 
13. Rulon F. Cannon disclaimed any interest in the property on or about February 10, 
1988. R. 104. 
14. Nyle F. Cannon disclaimed any interest in the property on or about February 17, 
1988. R. 230-231. 
15. M. Dale Johnson was named as a defendant in this action. Counsel for Appellees 
cannot find proof of service or an appearance by Mr. Johnson. 
16. Sandy City filed an Answer to plaintiffs' complaint on March 10, 1988 through 
counsel Walter R. Miller. R. 242-243. Sandy City's name was removed from the caption on 
many pleadings filed by the plaintiffs after the answer was filed. See, e.g., R. 272. 
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JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal pursuant to the Utah Constitution, Article 
Vm, section 3, and Utah Code Annotated §78-2a-3(2)(j). 
ISSUES PRESENTED AND THE STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1. Were there any genuine issues of material fact that would preclude the trial court 
from entering summary judgment? 
2. Did the trial court err in granting summary judgment to Appellees based on the 
lack of privity between the plaintiffs and these defendants? 
3. Did the plaintiffs plead a cause of action for "waste"? 
Standard of Review: "Appellate courts scrutinize summary judgments under the same 
standard applied by the trial courts, according no particular deference to the trial court's legal 
conclusions concerning whether the material facts are in dispute and, if they are not, what legal 
result obtains." Wycalis v. Guardian Title of Utah. 780 P.2d 821, 824 (Utah Ct. App. 1989); 
accord Atlas Corp. v. Clovis Nat'l. Bank. 737 P.2d 225, 229 (Utah 1987). This Court may 
affirm summary judgment on any proper grounds, even if different from those relied on by the 
trial court. Branch v. Western Petroleum. Inc.. 657 P.2d 267, 276 (Utah 1982); Jesperson v. 
Jesperson. 610 P.2d 326, 328 (Utah 1980). Where no material facts remain unresolved, the 
appellate court should examine the trial court1 s conclusions of law and review them for 
correctness. English v. Kienke. 774 P.2d 1154, 1156 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES 
Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and Rule 4-501(2)(b), Code of Judicial 
Administration. 
1 
STATEMENT QF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. This is plaintiffs1 appeal from a final judgment granted upon 
defendants1 Motion for Summary Judgment. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Disposition in the Court Below. 
Plaintiffs filed their Complaint on January 19, 1988, to foreclose certain real property 
located in Salt Lake County. R. 2. Keith and Mary Johnson were served with the summons and 
complaint on January 29, 1988. R. 63. Like some of the other defendants, Keith and Mary 
Johnson met with Mark Miner, counsel for the plaintiffs, regarding the lawsuit. R. 318-325; 
362-363. After meeting with Mr. Miner, Keith and Mary Johnson executed a disclaimer on 
February 11, 1988. R. 211. 
From January 1988 through April 1991, the Johnsons did not receive any notice of actions 
taken in the court below. R. 318-325; entire Record. No default certificates against the 
Johnsons or any other defendant were ever filed. Entire Record. Without any prior notice to 
them, a default judgment was entered by the Honorable Raymond S. Uno against Keith and Mary 
Johnson, Robert V. Watkins, Michael T. Holland, Rulon R. Cannon, and Nyle Cannon, which 
not only foreclosed these defendants' rights to the real property, but also subjected them to a 
money judgment in favor of plaintiffs. R. 265-270. Pursuant to order of the court, the real 
property was sold by the sheriff on November 21, 1989. R. 284. The Johnsons were not given 
any notice of the sale of the real property. R. 318-325; entire Record. The sheriff sold the 
property to the plaintiffs Earl Conroy and Loretta Conroy for the sum of $1,500. R. 286-289. 
Nearly nine months after the sheriffs sale, a judgment for deficiency against Keith and Mary 
Johnson, Robert V. Watkins, Michael T. Holland, Rulon R. Cannon, and Nyle Cannon was 
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entered on August 14, 1990. R. 295-297. This judgment was amended on September 24, 1990, 
"by reason of the fact that Rulon R. Cannon and Nyle Cannon both issued disclaimers." R. 298-
299; 300-302. 
No notice of entry of judgment was sent to any of the defendants. Entire Record. The 
Johnsons first learned of the judgment shortly before filing their Motion to Set Aside, and after 
they reviewed a title report that showed a judgment lien. R. 318-322. 
On April 19, 1991, the Johnsons through their present counsel moved to set aside the 
judgment on the grounds that plaintiffs improperly obtained default judgment against the 
Johnsons, the Johnsons had no liability to the plaintiffs, and it was inequitable to grant a 
deficiency judgment against the defendants when no notice of the sheriffs sale was given to the 
Johnsons. R. 305-325. The motion to set aside the judgment was opposed by plaintiffs through 
memoranda and affidavits. R. 327-354; 372-374; 355-363. The Johnsons made a timely 
objection to portions of plaintiffs' affidavits. R. 367-371. After hearing oral argument on July 
19, 1991, the Honorable Leslie A. Lewis granted the Johnsons' motion to set aside the judgment 
on August 5, 1991. R. 377; 393-394. The Johnsons filed an Answer to plaintiffs' complaint 
on July 26, 1991. R. 384. 
On August 5, 1991, plaintiffs filed a motion to amend their complaint. R. 395-396.l 
Upon stipulation of Johnsons' counsel, the court granted plaintiffs' motion to file an amended 
1
 The motion stated three grounds for the amended complaint, including: " . . . 2. Said 
contract specifically provided that these Defendants were obligated to keep the house that was 
on the lot insured, and that the house burned down and by reason of the defendants not insuring 
the house, the plaintiffs are damaged in the sum of $12,000. 3. That by reason of this breach 
of the contract, the plaintiffs are entitled to amend their complaint and plead this addition [sic] 
breach of contract." (Emphasis added.) 
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complaint on August 6, 1991. R. 397. The Johnsons filed an Answer to plaintiffs' amended 
complaint on August 9, 1991. R. 443-448. 
On August 7, 1991, the Johnsons filed a motion for summary judgment which was 
supported by affidavit and a Memorandum of Points and Authorities. R. 418-442. The 
memorandum in support of Johnsons1 motion for summary judgment identified seven material 
facts, R. 420-441, which were not disputed by plaintiffs in their responsive memoranda. R. 457-
487; 492-500. At the hearing on November 5, 1991, the court determined that there were no 
material issues of fact to preclude the granting of summary judgment. The court stated, "In fact, 
the parties seem to have a pretty clear consensus as to what has occurred factually in this 
matter." R. 532; 590-591. 
In their memoranda opposing summary judgment, the plaintiffs alleged for the first time 
that defendants had committed tortious waste on the real property. At the hearing, the court 
requested that the parties submit additional documentation to the court so that it could "determine 
whether or not it's a tortious cause of action pertaining to the waste, or whether it's basically 
contractual in nature." R. 534. In response to the court's request for documentation concerning 
a waste claim, the plaintiffs filed a memorandum. R. 504-529. The allegations contained in this 
memorandum were not supported by affidavit. In response, Keith and Mary Johnson filed a 
supplemental memorandum against plaintiffs' claim of tortious waste. R. 538-547. Plaintiffs 
responded with a reply memorandum, which also was not supported by affidavit. R. 548-567. 
The court granted defendants' motion for summary judgment in full on January 13,1992, 
denying plaintiffs' claims of tortious waste, R. 583-585, and judgment in favor of defendants was 
entered. R. 580-582. Plaintiffs filed this appeal on February 12, 1992. R. 606. 
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C. Statement of Facts 
Fact Nos. 1 through 7 below were stated in defendants' Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, and were admitted by virtue of Rule 
4-501 (2)(b) of the Code of Judicial Administration and by virtue of representations of counsel 
at the hearing, R. 420-441; 532; 590-591: 
1. Prior to August 30, 1975, plaintiffs Earl E. Conroy and Loretta S. Conroy 
("Conroys"), owned the following described property as joint tenants: 
Commencing 88 feet North and 91.65 feet East from the Southwest 
Corner of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B," Salt Lake City Survey; and 
running thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 feet; thence 
West 73.35 feet; thence North 46.75 feet to the place of beginning. 
2. On August 30, 1975, Conroys as sellers entered into a Uniform Real Estate 
Contract with Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne ("Paynes") as buyers. A copy of the Conroy-
Payne contract is appended as Exhibit 1 to the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
3. On November 24,1975, Paynes quitclaimed their interest in the property to Triple 
D via a Quitclaim Deed recorded as Entry No. 2763222, Book 4035, at page 264, Salt Lake 
County Recorder. A certified copy of this quitclaim deed is appended as Exhibit 2 to the 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
4. On December 6, 1976, Paynes as seller entered into a Uniform Real Estate 
Contract with Charles A. Van Horssen ("Van Horssen") as buyer. A copy of the Payne-Van 
Horssen contract is appended as Exhibit 3 to the Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
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5. On January 2, 1979, Van Horssen assigned his interest in the Van Horssen-Payne 
contract to Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson. A certified copy of the Assignment of Contract 
is appended as Exhibit 4 to the Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
6- On March 25, 1980, Triple D, Keith Johnson, Mary Johnson, and Sheets 
Investment Company entered into a Contract Amendment and Assignment of Contract Interests. 
A certified copy of this Contract Amendment is appended as Exhibit 5 to the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
7. The Contract Amendment states that Paynes assigned their purported interest in 
the Conroy-Payne contract to Coordinated Financial Services, Inc., who in turn assigned that 
interest to Sheets Investment Company. 
8. On or about January 19, 1988, plaintiffs filed the original Complaint in this 
matter. R. 398-404. 
9. The original Complaint contains two causes of action. The first cause of action 
seeks foreclosure of property located in Salt Lake County, together with a deficiency judgment 
against each of the named defendants. The second cause of action is much like the first, seeking 
a declaration that the plaintiffs1 interest is superior to the defendants1 interest in the subject 
property. R. 2-18. 
10. The original Complaint does not contain any allegation to assert a cause of action 
for waste; rather, the original Complaint seeks a mortgage foreclosure pursuant to contracts 
executed by the defendants. R. 2-18. 
11. On or about August 6,1991, plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint which alleged 
for the first time that the Johnsons, under a Uniform Real Estate Contract, had "the obligation 
6 
to keep the house on said lot insured against fire in the amount of $20,500.00." R. 398-404,16, 
19. 
12. The Amended Complaint further alleged that the house on the property was 
destroyed by fire on February 20, 1988. R. 398-404, 19. 
13. The Amended Complaint also claims that Keith and Mary Johnson are liable for 
damages "caused by the defendants abandoning said house and by their further failure to keep 
the buildings properly insured. . . . " R. 398-404, 111. 
14. Other than what might be inferred from the foregoing allegations, the Amended 
Complaint contains no allegations of tortious waste committed by Keith and Mary Johnson. R. 
398-404. 
15. On or about August 9, 1991, Keith and Mary Johnson filed an Answer to 
Amended Complaint. These defendants included the following as an Eighth Affirmative Defense: 
To the extent that plaintiffs' Amended Complaint asserts a cause of 
action for noncontractual tort obligations, such claims are barred 
by the applicable statutes of limitation, including Utah Code 
Annotated §78-12-25 and -26. 
R. 443-448. 
16. The plaintiffs first used the term "waste" and made allegations of tortious waste 
in their memorandum filed in opposition to the defendants1 Motion for Summary Judgment. R. 
457-487, 18, 110. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS 
The statement of uncontested facts was unopposed by the plaintiffs. The facts and the 
documents do not establish any contractual privity between the Conroys and the Johnsons. 
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Accordingly, the Conroys are not entitled to a deficiency judgment against these defendants. The 
plaintiffs' complaint only alleged that the defendants were contractually liable to the plaintiffs. 
ARgUMENTg 
I. 
THERE WERE NO GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT 
TO PRECLUDE THE TRIAL COURT FROM 
ENTERING SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
Plaintiffs did not raise any material facts to oppose the Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Although the memoranda filed by the plaintiffs contained numerous allegations, these allegations 
were not supported by affidavit or any other form of admissible evidence. 
Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) provides in part: 
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as 
provided in this Rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of his pleading, but his response, by 
affidavits or as otherwise provided in this Rule, must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. If he 
does not so respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be 
entered against him. 
The plaintiffs did not oppose the Statement of Undisputed Facts presented by the 
defendants. In accordance with Rule 4-501 of the Code of Judicial Administration, these facts 
are deemed admitted. In fact, at the hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment, plaintiff's 
counsel acknowledged that such facts were not in dispute. R. 532. The court below then held 
that there was no contractual obligation between the Conroys and the Johnsons. 
At the hearing, the issue of tortious waste was raised by the plaintiffs. The Court invited 
the plaintiffs to present supplemental documentation of the alleged waste. Plaintiffs submitted 
additional memoranda on the issue, but still failed to raise a material issue of fact to support the 
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allegations. No affidavits were filed or other proof offered. Since there were no issues of fact 
supporting the allegation of waste, and summary judgment was entered by the court. 
n. 
THERE IS NO PRIVITY OF CONTRACT BETWEEN 
CONROYS AND JOHNSONS. 
Plaintiffs entered into a Uniform Real Estate Contract with Douglas and Delia Payne. 
Pursuant to that contract, Paynes-and only Paynes-are monetarily liable to the plaintiffs. There 
is no evidence that the Johnsons had any legal or contractual liability to answer for the Paynes' 
debt to plaintiffs. 
The statute of frauds, Utah Code Annotated §25-5-4(2), states that "every promise to 
answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another" is void if not in written form. The 
plaintiffs in this case are attempting to have the Johnsons pay for the debt of Paynes without any 
written or other agreement that would so bind the Johnsons. The plaintiffs contend that the 
Johnsons were given constructive notice of Conroys1 interest in the property, and that because 
of this constructive notice, the Johnsons somehow ascended into contractual privity with the 
Conroys. However, mere knowledge of a superior interest in real property does not make a 
buyer liable for all debts and obligations with priority. The superior interest could be foreclosed, 
and the inferior interest lost, but no personal liability would arise without an express assumption 
of the obligation. In this case, there is no assumption of any obligation to the Conroys by the 
Johnsons, and the plaintiffs are not entitled to a deficiency judgment. 
When real property subject to a pre-existing lien is conveyed, the lien remains upon the 
property but does not impose any personal liability upon the grantee. Esplendido Apts. v. 
Metropolitan Condominium Assn. of Arizona II. 778 P.2d 1221, 161 Ariz. 325 (1989); 
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Cornelison v. Kornbluth. 542 P.2d 981, 125 Cal.Rptr. 557 (1975). Although Conroys1 claim 
to the real property is superior to the rights assigned to Johnsons, that superior position does not 
subject the Johnsons to personal liability. 
In the case of Consolidated Wagon and Machine Co. v. Kay. 21 P.2d 837, 81 Utah 595 
(1933), the Utah Supreme Court acknowledged that a deficiency judgment cannot be taken 
against one who does not have a direct contractual obligation to the plaintiff. 
Now, as to the deficiency judgment rendered against Zina Kay: 
The contract on behalf of the defendants was signed alone by 
Loren Kay and Cooke. The mortgage, as mortgagors, was signed 
and executed alone by Loren Kay and Zina Kay. It was given to 
secure the payment of the amount then remaining due and unpaid 
on the contract. Neither by the mortgage or otherwise did Zina 
Kay agree to pay the indebtedness to secure which the mortgage 
was given. Hence, it follows th^ no deficiency judgment could 
properly be rendered against hqr. If the debt was not paid, her 
obligation was only to yield up the mortgaged property in satisfac-
tion of or to be applied on the debt. The only legal judgment 
which could be rendered against her was the foreclosure of all her 
right, title and interest in and to the mortgage property. The 
judgment as to her is therefore modified in such particular and the 
court directed to enter a judgment against her as indicated. 
21 P.2d at 843 [cited with approval in Automotive Manufacturers Warehouse. Inc. v. Service 
Auto Parts. Inc.. 596 P.2d 1033, 1036 (Utah 1979), emphasis added]. 
Keith and Mary Johnson, as holders of an interest in a chain of title, are not monetarily 
liable to the Conroys and, as in the case of Consolidated Wagon, the only legal judgment which 
can be rendered against the Johnsons is the foreclosure of their right, title, and interest in the real 
property. The Conroys sold the real property to the Paynes via a Uniform Real Estate Contract. 
The Paynes, in turn, sold their interest in the property to Charles Van Horssen. Van Horssen 
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eventually assigned his interest in the property to the Johnsons. Van Horssen's assignment of 
the Payne-Van Horssen contract to Johnsons does not obligate Johnsons to the plaintiffs. 
Mere assignment of a Uniform Real Estate Contract does not constitute an assumption by 
the assignee of existing liens and mortgages against the property. $£&, e.g.. Hansen v. Green 
River Group. 748 P.2d 1102 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). The facts of Hansen are as follows: On 
September 1, 1980, plaintiffs Hansen entered into a Uniform Real Estate Contract with the 
defendant Synvest as buyer. In December 1980, Synvest as seller and Green River Group as 
buyer entered into another Uniform Real Estate Contract. Hansens brought suit against numerous 
defendants, but all causes of action were dismissed except as against the defendant Synvest. 
Hansen. 748 P.2d at 1103. See Diagram below. 
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On appeal, Hansen asserted numerous theories in an attempt to hold other defendants 
personally liable, including an argument that the Synvest-Green River Group Uniform Real Estate 
Contract was an assignment and assumption of the Hansen-Synvest Uniform Real Estate Contract. 
The court recognized that the Green River Group had no liability to Hansen. In this case, the 
Johnsons, as assignees of Van Horssen, are in the same position as the Green River Group, and 
have no liability to the Conroys. See Diagram. The standard language in a real estate contract 
that "Buyer agrees to abide and be bound by the conditions that appear in the underlying 
contract" is not sufficient to constitute an assumption of prior obligations. 748 P.2d at 1104. 
Although Conroys could pursue Paynes pursuant to the Conroy-Payne Uniform Real 
Estate Contract (just as Hansen could assert a claim against Synvest under their contract), the 
Conroys cannot pursue Van Horssen or Johnsons under a second and separate contract. There 
is no language in the Payne-Van Horssen Real Estate Contract that would bind Johnsons as 
assignees to assume Paynes1 obligations to plaintiffs under the Conroy-Payne contract. 
m. 
THE PLAINTIFFS DID NOT PLEAD A CLAIM OF TORTIOUS WASTE. 
Although unsupported allegations of waste were raised to oppose defendants1 Motion for 
Summary Judgment, neither the original nor the amended complaint state a claim for waste. 
Three elements are essential to a cause of action for waste, which 
has generally been defined as "the destruction, misuse, alteration, 
or neglect of premises": 
1. There must be an act constituting waste. 
2. The act must be done by one legally in posses-
sion. 
3. The act must be to the prejudice to the estate or 
interest therein of another. 
12 
Hansen v. Green River Group. 748 P.2d 1102, 1106 (Utah Ct. App. 1988), citing and quoting 
Jowdv v. Guerin. 10 Ariz. App. 205, 457 P.2d 745, 748 (1969). 
Although there has been an allegation that a house on the real property burned in 
February, 1988, there is no allegation that the defendants committed any act of destruction upon 
the house. The closest allegation in the Amended Complaint is that the defendants "abandoned" 
the house and failed to keep it insured. See Amended Complaint, 111. Such an allegation is not 
sufficient to plead a cause of action for waste. The plaintiffs themselves recognized that the 
Amended Complaint simply alleged that the Johnsons had a contractual duty to keep the property 
insured. See fn. 1, supra. However, as argued in Point II above, any such contractual duty did 
not inure to the benefit of Conroys. In any event, the plaintiffs did not raise competent evidence 
to support their claim of waste, and without any evidence summary judgment was proper. 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court correctly entered summary judgment in favor of the defendants. There 
were no material issues of fact raised in opposition to the motion and court correctly held that 
without privity of contract the Johnsons have no personal liability to the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs' 
contractual claims against the defendants were invalid absent contractual privity. Inasmuch as 
the plaintiffs did not plead a cause of action in tort, but relied on allegations that the defendants 
13 
breached a contractual duty to insure the property, summary judgment was appropriate. 
DATED this 4th day of June, 1992. 
SUITTER AXLAND ARMSTRONG & HANSON 
H. Michael Drake, Esq. 
Attorneys for Appellees 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be served four true and correct copies of the foregoing 
BRIEF OF APPELLESS by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, this 
day of June, 1992, to the following: 
Mark S. Miner, Esq. 
10 Exchange Place, Suite 525 
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B MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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Tab A 
H. Michael Drake (#5273) 
SUITTER AXLAND ARMSTRONG & HANSON 
175 South West Temple, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-7300 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
EARL E. CONROY and LORETTA ] 
S. CONROY, J 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, DELIA 
PAYNE, et al., ] 
Defendants. 
> MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND | AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
1' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
| Civil No. 88-314 
i Hon. Leslie A. Lewis 
The defendants Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson through their 
attorney of record respectfully submit this Memorandum of Points 
and Authorities in support of their Motion for Summary Judgment. 
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
Solely for purposes of this Motion for Summary Judgment and 
without admitted the veracity thereof for any other purpose, the 
following facts are undisputed by the defendants Keith and Mary 
Johnson: 
1. Prior to August 30, 1975, plaintiffs Earl E. Conroy and 
Loretta S. Conroy ("Conroys"), owned the following described 
property as joint tenants: 
Commencing 88 feet North and 91.65 feet East 
from the Southwest Corner of Lot 4, Block 20, 
Plat "B," Salt Lake City Survey; and running 
thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 
feet; thence West 73.35 feet; thence North 
46.75 feet to the place of beginning. 
(Amended Complaint, fl.) 
2. On August 39, 1975, Conroys as seller entered into a 
Uniform Real Estate Contract with Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne 
("Paynes") as buyers. A copy of the Conroy-Payne contract is 
appended as Exhibit 1. (Amended Complaint, fl; Amended Complaint, 
Ex. 1.) 
3. On November 24, 1975, Paynes quitclaimed their interest 
in the property to Triple D via a Quitclaim Deed recorded as Entry 
No. 2763222, Book 4035, at page 264, Salt Lake County Recorder. 
A certified copy of this quitclaim deed is appended as Exhibit 2. 
4. On December 6, 1976, Paynes as seller entered into a 
Uniform Real Estate Contract with Charles A. Van Horssen ("Van 
Horssen") as buyer. A copy of the Payne-Van Horssen contract is 
appended as Exhibit 3. 
5. On January 2, 1979, Van Horssen assigned his interest 
in the Van Horssen-Payne contract to Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson. 
2 
A certified copy of the Assignment of Contract is appended as 
Exhibit 4. 
6. On March 25, 1980, Triple D, Keith Johnson, Mary Johnson, 
and Sheets Investment Company entered into a Contract Amendment 
and Assignment of Contract Interests, A certified copy of this 
Contract Amendment is appended as Exhibit 5. 
7. The Contract Amendment states that Paynes assigned their 
purported interest in the Conroy-Payne contract to Coordinated 
Financial Services, Inc., who in turn assigned that interest to 
Sheets Investment Company. 
ARGUMENT 
KEITH AND MARY JOHNSON HAVE NO LEGAL 
OR CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY TO THE PLAINTIFFS. 
Plaintiffs possess a contract claim only against Douglas and 
Delia Payne. Pursuant to that contract Paynes—and only Paynes— 
are monetarily liable to the plaintiffs. The Johnsons1 interest 
in the property was received from Charles Van Horssen, who received 
his interest from the Paynes. There is no evidence that the 
Johnsons or Van Horssen had any legal or contractual liability to 
answer for the debt of Paynes to plaintiffs. 
The statute of frauds, Utah Code Annotated §25-5-4(2), states 
that "every promise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage 
of another" is void if not in written form. The plaintiffs in 
this case are attempting to have these defendants answer for the 
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debt of Paynes, but there is no written or other agreement that 
would so bind the Johnsons. 
In the case of Consolidated Wagon and Machine Co, v. Kay, 21 
P.2d 837, 81 Utah 595 (1933), the Utah Supreme Court acknowledged 
that a deficiency judgment cannot be taken against one who does 
not have a direct contractual obligation to the plaintiff. 
Now, as to the deficiency judgment rendered 
against Zina Kay: The contract on behalf of 
the defendants was signed alone by Loren Kay 
and Cooke. The mortgage, as mortgagors, was 
signed and executed alone by Loren Kay and 
Zina Kay. It was given to secure the payment 
of the amount then remaining due and unpaid 
on the contract. Neither by the mortgage or 
otherwise did Zina Kay agree to pay the 
indebtedness to secure which the mortgage was 
given. Hence, it follows that no deficiency 
judgment could properly be rendered against 
her. If the debt was not paid, her obligation 
was only to yield up the mortgaged property in 
satisfaction of or to be applied on the debt. 
The only legal judgment which could be rendered 
against her was the foreclosure of all her 
right, title and interest in and to the mortgage 
property. The judgment as to her is therefore 
modified in such particular and the court 
directed to enter a judgment against her as 
indicated. 
21 P.2d at 843 [cited with approval in Automotive Manufacturers 
Warehouse, Inc. v. Service Auto Parts, Inc., 596 P.2d 1033, 1036 
(Utah 1979), emphasis added]. 
Keith and Mary Johnson, as holders of an interest in a chain 
of title, are not liable for Paynes1 contractual obligation to 
the plaintiffs and, as in the case of Consolidated Wagon, the only 
legal judgment which can be rendered against the Johnsons is the 
foreclosure of their right, title, and interest in the mortgaged 
property. The Johnsons have no individual liability to the 
plaintiffs, and summary judgment should be granted in favor of 
the Johnsons. 
The defendants acknowledge that the documents before the Court 
establish a contractual relationship between Van Horssen, Triple 
D, Sheets Investment Company and Johnsons. However, Van Horssen's 
assignment of the Payne-Van Horssen contract to Johnsons does not 
obligated Johnsons to the plaintiffs. 
Mere assignment of a Uniform Real Estate Contract does not 
constitute an assumption by the assignee of existing liens and 
mortgages against the property. See, e.g., Hansen v. Green River 
Group, 748 P.2d 1102 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). The facts of Hansen 
are as follows: On September 1, 1980, plaintiffs Hansen entered 
into a Uniform Real Estate Contract with the defendant Synvest as 
buyer. In December 1980, Synvest as seller and Green River Group 
as buyer entered into another Uniform Real Estate Contract. Hansens 
brought suit against numerous defendants, but all causes of action 
were dismissed except as against the defendant Synvest. Hansen, 
748 P.2d at 1103. 
On appeal, the Hansens asserted numerous theories in an attempt 
to hold other defendants personally liable, including an argument 
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that the Synvest/Green River Group Uniform Real Estate Contract 
was an assignment and assumption of the Hansen/Synvest Uniform 
Real Estate Contract. The court found that the standard language 
in the real estate contract that "Buyer agrees to abide and be 
bound by the conditions that appear in the underlying contract" 
was not sufficient to constitute an assumption of prior obligations. 
748 P.2d at 1104. 
This case is substantially similar to Hansen v. Green River 
Group. Although Conroys can assert a cause of action against Paynes 
pursuant to the Conroy-Payne Uniform Real Estate Contract (just as 
Hansen could assert a claim against Synvest under their contract), 
the Conroys cannot assert personal liability against Van Horssen, 
Sheets, or Johnsons under a second and separate Real Estate 
Contract. There is no language in the Payne-Van Horssen Real Estate 
Contract that would bind Johnsons as assignees of that contract 
to assume any obligation of Paynes to plaintiffs under the Conroy-
Payne real estate contract. 
When real property is conveyed subject a pre-existing lien 
or mortgage, the lien remains upon the transferred property but 
does not impose any personal liability upon the grantee. Esplendido 
Apts. v. Metropolitan Condominium Assn. of Arizona II, 778 P.2d 
1221, 161 Ariz. 325 (1989); Cornelison v. Kornbluth, 542 P.2d 981, 
125 Cal.Rptr. 557 (1975). Although Conroys1 lien upon the property 
6 
is superior to the rights assigned to Johnsons, these defendants 
are not personally liable to plaintiffs. 
CONCLUSION 
The defendants Keith and Mary Johnson are entitled to summary 
judgment in their favor, dismissing plaintiffs1 claim for a 
deficiency judgment against these defendants with prejudice. 
DATED this day of August, 1991. 
SUITTER AXLAND ARMSTRONG & HANSON 
^ _ 
H. Michael DraR&7 Esq. 
Attorneys for Defendants Keith 
Johnson and Mary Johnson 
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UNIFORM P^u. ESTATE CONTRACT 
L THIS AGREEMENT, made in duplicate this . ^Qth <i»y of AUGUST , A. D - 1 9 - Z L , | | 
by «nd between EARL E. CONPOY and fJOnr-TTA S. CWPOY, his v i fo t ns joint tenants, 
hereinafter deslgn.ted a. the Seller, and IPUGIA? A . PAYNE ^ PEi/IA PAYNE, | l j g w i f e , 8 S j o i n t 
tmnnts /md not ns tenants in connon with full rights of survivorship for cither, 
hereinafter decimated as the Buyer, of SALT LAKH CITY', VTAH 
2. WITNESSETH: That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agree* to tell and convey to the buyer, 
and the buyer for the consideration herein mentioned airreea to purchase the following described real property, situate in 
tr*«o*ii .f • SMT LAKT.
 S u u M U u h . ...-,,.408-410 I-ast Cottanc Ave. .Salt Lake 
.••- • Aooitctf City, Utah. 
* Wore particifUrly described aa followa: 
V ? 'OittJ-VClNG 38 feet North and 91.65 feet Hast from the Soutliwcst 
~ \ enmer of Ijot 4, Mod: 20, Plat M fl Mf S i l t Lake City Survey; and. 
..•**:Ittnning thenco Hast 73.3S foot; thence South 46.?3 tect; tl^cnce 
:.- *'*>'cst 73.35 feet; thence North 46.75 feet to the place of BEGINNING. 
• ! 
ft********* 
3. Said Buyer hereby agree* to enter Into possession and pay for aald described premises the tuna of _ _ _ 
«««« SIXTHS Tirxyw?n> mm WWID HIUETY FIVE AND HO/IOO ««««««
 DolUn (4ir>.495.00 } 
payable at the office of Seller. his assigns or order * * d i r e c t e d b y t h e S e l l e r 
strictly within the foilowm* time* i^».«'SEVffl 1MMKED HFIY AN!) NO/100^ DOLLAR?t 7S0.00 } 
eaah. the receipt of which la hereby acknowledged, and the balance of $ J & 2 4 J L Q 9 ahall bo paid aa follow*: 
$115.00 or tnorc shall be paid on or before the 1st day of OCTOBER, 197S, and a like 
payment of $115.00 or wore shall be paid on or before the 1st day of ench successive 
month, uitil April 1st., 1076, which shall include an additional excess payment of 
$750.00 . $115.00 or more shall then be paid on or before the 1st day of May, 1976, 
and $115.00 or more shall be paid on or before the 1st day of each succeeding month 
thereafter, until the entire unpaid principal balance with interest is paid in full. 
PAYMENTS DO NOT INCLUDE GENERAL TAXES OR FIRB INSURANCE COVERAGE. 
Possession of aald premise? tball *e delivered to Huyor on the 1 s t <uy «f SETTEHShR x f f t 75 § 
4. Said monthly payments are to be applied flrat to the payment of Intereat and aecond to the reduction of the 
principal. Interest ahall be charged from W ' i ^ C T R l S i s - s - J S Z S on all unpaid portions of the 
purchaae price at the rate of j j j g h t ft t h l P f r , .
 tcni < 8 3 / 4 «y % ,*,. * n m l m . The Buyer, at hU option at anytime, 
may pay amount* In excess of the monthly payment* upon the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any mortgage 
or contract by the Ituyer herein iMumcd, surh execs* to be applied either to unpaid principal or In prepayment of future 
Installments at the election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess payment fa made. 
6. It la understood and agreed that if the Seller accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract leas than according 
to the terma herein mentioned, thm hy ao doing. It will in no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture 
hereinafter stipulated, or as to any other rem edict of the seller. 
€. It ia understood that there presently exeats an obligation against said property la favor of ™f v L A S A . PAYNEj 
mA Delia PAYNE, ns Joint tenants ^ „ „Bp.MtalMM1 „ 
« 7.142.12 .. .f Aitnrn- 3ist . . 1975 
7. Seller represents that there are no unpsld special improvement district taxes covering improvements to said prees* 
fses now in the proceas of being installed, or which have been completed and not paid for, outstanding againat aaid prop-
erty, except the following KO D I H T i r N S _ 
5. The Seller ia given the option to secure, execute and maintain loanx secured hy aaid property of not to exceed the 
then unpaid contract balance hereunder, bearing Interest at tho rate of not to rxceed e i g h t d i d t h r e e fOUT]&<L.# 
<.?--y/^ rA) per annum and payable In regular monthly Installments; provided that the agrregate monthly installment 
payments required to be made by Seller on said loans ahall not be greater than each Installment payment required to be 
made by the Buyer under this contract. When the principal due hereunder has been reduced to tha amount of any each 
loans and mortgages the Seller agrees to convey and the Buyer agrees to accept title to the above described property 
subject to said loans and mortgagee 
?. If the Buyer desire* to cxercUc hi* right through accelerated payments under thia agreement to pay off any obli-
gations outstanding at date of this agreement againat aaid property, it ahal) be the Buyer's obligation to aasume end 
pay «ny penalty which may be rcquirvd *»n Drvpayiuent «*f said prior utilisation*. Prepayment-penalties m respect 
to obligations against said nroperty incurred by seller, after date of this agreement, shall be paid by seller unless 
said obligation* are assumed or approved hy buyer. 
10. The Buver agrees upon written request of the Seller to make application to a reliable lender for a loan of such 
amount as can he secured under the rrgulstions of said lender and hereby agrees to apply any amount ao received ape* 
the purchase price above mentioned, and to execute the papers required and p*y one-hslf the expenses necessary la ob-
taining said loan, the Seller agreeing to pay the other one-half, provided however, that the-monthly payment* and 
interest rate required, shall not exceed the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above. 
11. The Buyer agrees to pay all taxes and assessments of every kind and nature which are or which may be assessed 
and which msy become due on these premises during the life of this agreement The Seller hereby covenants and agrees 
that there are no assessments against said premises except the following: 
NO EXCEPTIONS 
The Seller further covenants and agrees that he will not default in the payment of his obligations against aald property. 
ron«4 <oa—uwiroaM *CAL CSTATC CONTRACT—«CUT 00- «* w. *MNTM sour*, a.cc. VTAW 
12. The Buyer agrees to pay the general taxes after . SEPTUr-ECR 1 s t . , 1975 
13. The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable building* and improvements on aaid premises insured in a com-
pany acceptable to the Seller in the amount of not less than the unpaid balance on this contract, or %.r~jli IzJ.\L. 
and to assign aaid insurance to the Seller as his interests msy appear and to deliver the insurance policy to him. 
14. In the event the Buyer shall default In the payment of any special or general taxes, assessments or insurance 
premiums Mt herein provided, the Seller may. at his option, pay said taxes, assessments and insurattce premiums or either 
of them, and If Seller elects so to do, then the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, all such sums ao advanced 
and psid bv him, together with interest thereon front date of payment of aaid sums at the rata of % of one percent per 
month until paid. 
16. Buyer agrees that he will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon 
said premises, and that he will maintain aaid premises in good condition. 
K». In the event of a failure to comply with the terras hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make 
mt\y payment or payments when the same ahall become due, or within J: . i . L . _ _ _ _ . days thereafter, the 
Seller, at his option shall have the following alternative remedies: 
A. Seller ahall have the right, U|K»n failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after written notice, 
to be released from all obligation* in law aitd in equity to convey aaid property, and alt payments which have 
IMM-n made theretofore on thin contract by the Buyer, ahall be f<*rfeit<nl tu the Seller as liquidated damagva for 
f the non- performs nee of the contract, and the Buyer agre+s that the Seller may at his option re-enter and take 
• I possession of said premises without legal processes as In its first and former astate, together with all improve-j I menu and additions made by the Buyer thereon, and the said additions and improvements shall remain with | * the land become the property of the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will of the Seller; or 
j | B. The Seller may bring suit and recover Judgment for all delinquent installments, including costs and attorneys 
J j fees. (The use of this remedy on one or mors occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting 
J } to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or 
j : C. The Seller shall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid 
I t balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contiact as a note and mortgage, and pass 
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the aatne in accordance with the laws of 
the State of Utah, and have the property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the balance owing, 
including costs and attorney's fees; and the Seller may have a judgment for any deficiency which may remain. 
In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately entitled Co 
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of aaid mortgaged property and collect the rents, iaauea end 
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant 
to order of the court; and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, ahall be entitled to the possession 
of the aaid premises during the period of redemption. 
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement. 
18. In the event there are any liens or encumbrances against said premises other than those herein provided for or 
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue against the 
same by acts or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and discharge the same and receive credit 
on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payments and thereafter the pay* 
menu herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until such time aa such suspended 
payments ahall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid. 
19. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and In the manner above mentioned 
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to the 
above described premises free and clear of all encumbrances except as herein mentioned and except as may have accrued 
by <»r through the acta or neglect of the Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance in the amount 
of the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any time during the 
term of this agreement, or at time of delivery of 6—d^ at the option of Buyer. 
20. It U hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accepts the oak! property 
in its present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties hereto with 
reference to aaid property except aa herein specifically aet forth or attached hereto. 
21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default In any of the covenants or agreements contained here* 
in, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attomey'a fee, which may arise 
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining poaeession of the premises covered hereby, or In pursuing any 
remedy provided hereunder or ©y the statutes of the State of Utah whether such remedy U pursued by filiug a suit 
or otherwise. 
22. It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, administrators, sue* 
cessors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this agreement have hereunto signed their names, the day and year 
first above written. 
Signed in the presence of 
<&* STATE OF UTAH 1 
):ss. 
COUNT* OF SALT LAKE ) 
Ch the day of ,A*D.
 t197S 
personally appeared before neV*t~!touglas A 
Payne arid. Delia Payne. Ms wife, and I 
Cc^Toyjic{6\lj^xetta S. Conroy, his wife^t^e 
• s i x e r s of"the within instnmxjnt, who/ |ac]&Qwtzdm%Lx6 B« that/tfyrjoe>icecut©d/tl*e *««• 
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NOV 24 1975 
Recorded at Request of TRIPLE " D u ENTERPRISESINCORPORATED, P.O.Box* 17405 S . L . C . 
w^J^AL Fee Paid % (f^ Kails L Dlxcn, S^t Lake Cr^y ^ r -
by j?U/fc^c<'^ ^ D e p . Book Page Ref.: 
Mail tax notice tn Same a s above Addrt*« Same a s above 
WSm QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE and DELIA PAYNE, his wife, as joint tenants grantors 
of Salt Lake City , County of Salt Lake , State of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to TRIPLE "D" ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED, a Utah Corporation, 
grantee 
of Salt Lake City, Utah for the sum of 
**** T£N DOLLARS and other good and valuable consideration **** • • • H I 
the following described tract of land in SALT LAKE County, 
State of Utah: 
COMMENCING 88 f e e t North and 91.65 f e e t East from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4 , Block 20 , Plat "B", Sa l t Lake City Survey; 
thence East 73-35 f e e t ; thence South 46.75 f e e t ; thence West 
73.35 f e e t ; thence North 46.75 f e e t t o the place of BEGINNING. 
WITNESS the hand of said grantor s
 f this 24th., day oi 
NOVEMBER , A. D. one thousand nine hundred an^seventy five. 
Signed in the presence of 
STATE OF UTAH, 1 
County of Salt Lake J 
On the 24th. , 
thousand nine hundred and seventy f ive , 
J ^ ^ m S ^ Z Z ^ ^ 
ifelfaFa^e, j S w i t e 
day of november 
personally appeared before me 
.# 
A. D. one 
8 
c/t. 
and DELIA. PAYNE^  his wife, as joint tenants, J^IK^^5AYNE, 
y ^ , « £ ^ # ^ ^ t h e / executed the 
\\^cjxr\^ \:£: t i . 1/0 ^Notary Public -
\ « / Utah Title and Abstract Company 
x
 - .Salt Lakt 355-7$33 Tooele 88235H Stvter 806-6175 Summit 336-5679 Zenith 864 Weber 399-3373 
Tab 3 
'<3i 
7«-<$ :S A K G A U Y 6M.D-*VG C O N J « A C ! if 'IOI UN0£«SJOO0. %ll< COMfEU"f ADVJC€. 
UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
i. THIS AGULKMENT, n»ad« in duplicate this 6rh <jny „f December , A. D.. lSiL 
by «nd between DOUGLAS A. PAYNE and DELTA PAYNE, h i s w i f e 
hereinafter desijraitlcd us the Seller, and . 
CHARLES A. VANHORSSF.N 
hereinafter deftiguated as the Buyer, of , 
2. W1TNESSKTH: That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and cenvey to the buyer, 
and the buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to purchase the following described real property, situate in 
the county of S a l t Lake
 t state of Utah, to-wit: -408-410 C o t t a g e Avenue 
AOOftCSS 
Wore particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING 88 feet North and 91.65 feet East from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4. Block 20, Plat "B", Salt Lake City Survey; and 
thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 feet; thence West 73.35 
feet; thence North 46.75 feet to the point of BEGINNING. 
3. Said liuyer hereby'agrees to enter into possession and pay for said described premises the aum of . 
TWENTY TWO THOUSAND FTVF HTTNnPF.n AND N O / 1 OP*********
 D o l b r s {% 7 7 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 ) 
payable at the office of Seller, his annigus or order. 
strictly within the following times. ««•-«-• TWO THOUSAND AND N O / 1 0 0 ^ * * * * * * / I | 2 . 0 0 0 . 9 0 l 
cash, the receipt of which b hereby acknowledged, and the balance of j 2 0 . 5 0 0 . 0 0 shaff bc\paid as follows: 
n \; 
The sum fo §175.00 commencing January 7,v 1977 and.tthe same^amount 
on the same day of each successive month thereafter, until* *the 
principal and interest is paid in full. . ,J 
Buyer to pay taxes and * insurance in addition to above payments. 
Buyer to pay a 5% late fee on payments received 10 days after due 
date. 
Possession of aaid premises ahall be delivered to buyer on the 6 t h day of D e c e m b e r , | 9 7 6 
4. Said monthly payment* are to be applied first to the payment of interest and second to the reduction of the 
principal. Interest shall be charged from _ December 6 . 1976 on all unpaid portions of the 
purchase price at the rate of m n p a n annum. The Buyer, at his option at anytime, 
may pay amounts in excess of the monthly payments upon the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any mortage 
or contract by the Buyer herein assumed, such excess to be applied cither to unpaid principal or in prepayment of future 
installments at (he election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess payment is made. 
b\ It b understood and agreed that if the Seller accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract less than according 
to the terms herein mentioned, then by so doing, it will in no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture 
hereinafter stipulated, or as to any other remedies of the seller. 
-<§ C i t is understood that there presently exists an obligation against aaid property in favor of 
N o n e
 W1-th E n unpaid balance of 
* I as of J . 
7. Seller represents that there are no unpaid special improvement district taxes covering improvements to aaid prem-
ises now in the process of being installed, or which have been completed and not paid for, outstanding against said prop* 
erty, except the following • 
a*. The Seller is given the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secured by said property of not to exceed the 
then unpaid contract balance hereunder, bearing interest at the rate of not to +*+++* percent 
< 10~rt?) P«r annum and payable in regular monthly installments; provided that the agrregate monthly installment 
payments required to be made by Seller on aaid loans shall not be greater than each installment payment required to be 
made by the Buyer under this contract. When the principal due hereunder has been reduced to the amount of any such 
loans and mortgages the Seller agrees to convey and the Buyer agrees to accept title to the above described property 
•ubj««ct to said lean: and mortgages. 
9. If the Buyer desires to exercise his right through accelerated payments under this agreement to pay off any ©Mi-
rations outstanding at date of this agreement against aaid property, it ahall be the Buyers obligation to assume and 
p«y any penalty which may be required on prepayment of said prior obligations. Prepayment penalties in respect 
to obligations against aaid property incurred by seller, after qUte of this agreement, shall be paid by seller unless 
aaid obligations are assumed or approved by buyer. 
10. The Buyer agrees upon written request of the Seller to make application to a reliable lender for a loan of such 
amount a s can be secured under the regulations of said lender and hereby agrees to apply any amount so received upon 
<h< purchase price above mentioned, and to execute the papers required and pay one-half the expenses necessary in ob-
taining aaid loan, the Seller agreeing to pay the other one-half, provided however, that the monthly payments and 
interest rate required, shall not exceed the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above. 
11. The Buyer agrees to pay all taxes and assessments of every kind and nature which are or which may be assesaed 
and which may become due on these.premises during the life of this agreement The Seller hereby covenants and agrees 
that there are no assessments against aaid preraues except the following: 
None * ; 
The Seller further covenant* and agrees that be will not default in the payment of bis obligations against aaid property. 
12. The Buyer agrees to pay the general taxes a. December 6, 1976 
Hi. The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable buildings and improvements on said premises insured in a com-
pany acceptable to the Scll?r in the^  amount of not less thtn the unpaid balance on this contract, or $—^^ i / . V ^ • ^ ^ 
and to assign said insurance to the Seller ** hia interests may appear and to deliver the insurance policy to him. 
14. In the event the Huyer shall dcfnult in the puyment of any apecinl or general taxes, assessments or insurance 
premiums as-herein provided, the Seller m*y, at his option, pay icid taxes, assessments and insurance premiuma or either 
of them, uv.d if Seller elects so to do. then the Huytr agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, all tuch sums ao advanced 
and paid hv him. together with interest thereon from date of payment of aaid sums at the rate of $i of one percent per 
month until paid. 
15. Buyer agrees that he will not commit or tufltr to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon 
aaid premises, ami that he will maintain said premises in good condition. 
Ki. In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make 
any payment or payment* when the tame shall become due, or within 1_5 — dayi thereafter, the 
Seller, at his optton shall have the following alternative remedies: 
A. Sailer ahall have tha right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five day* after written notice, 
to be released from all obligations in luw and in equity to convey aaid property, and all payments which have 
been made theretofore on this contract by the Buyer, shall be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for 
the non-performnnce of the contract, and the Buyer agrees that the Seller may at hit option re-enter and take 
possession of suid premises without legal processes as in its first and former estate, together with all improve-
ments and aUditions inudc by the Buver thereon, and the said additions and improvements ahall remain with 
the land become the property of the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will of the Seller; or 
B. The Seller may bring suit and recover, judgment for all delinquent installments, including costs and attorneys 
fees. (The use of this remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting 
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or 
C. The Seller ahall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice.to.the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid 
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contract as a note and mortgage, and pass 
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the aame in accordance with the laws of 
the State of Utah, and have the property sold and the proceeds upplicd to the payment of the balance owing, 
including costs and attorney's fees: and the Seller may have a judgment for any deficiency which may remain. 
In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately*entitled to 
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of aaid mortgaged property and collect the rents, issues an«l. 
profits therefrom mn<\ apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the aame pursuant 
to order of the court; and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the possession 
D*« of the said premises during the period of redemption. 
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement. 
18. In the event there are any liens or encumbrances against said premises other than those herein.provided for or 
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for .ahall hereafter accrue against the 
same by acts or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and discharge the aame and receive credit 
on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or paymenta and thereafter the pay-
ments herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until tuch time aa auch suspended 
payments ahall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid. 
111. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the mannerjabove mentioned 
agrees to execute and deliver lo the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to .the 
above described premises free and clear of all encumbrances except as herein mentioned and except aa may have accrued 
by or through the acts or nrgli'd of the Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance in the amount 
ol the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of tale or at anytime during the 
term of this agreement, or at time of delivery of deed, at the option of Buyer. 'x i 
20. It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties'hereto that the IJuyer accepts the said property 
in its present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties hereto with 
reference to aaid property except as herein specifically set forth or attached hereto ______________________________ 
21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default in any of the covenants or agreements contained here-
in, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney's fee, which may arise 
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any 
remedy provided hereunder or by the statutes of the State of Utah whether auch remedy is pursued by filing a suit 
or otherwise. 
22. ft is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, administrators, suc-
cessor*, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
IK WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parlies to this agreement have hereunto signed their names, the\day^and year 
first above written. S ) y \ 
Signed in the presence of / f ' 
D.* Upon default in addition to the /V^W/ ^ : L ^ /f .J / ^TS) , \ 
other legal remedies seller nas 
the right to all rentals from 
the property as they dall due, fo 
vjhich purpose all rents are hereby 
assigned to seller as security for 
installment payments. 
Buyer 
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•THIS IS A LEGALLY OINO'NG CONTRACT If NOT UNDERSTOOD. SEEK COVPETENT ACVICE. 
ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT 
6 1 1 ^ 1 ^ 
jRN8- i?:a 
3220414 
TKIS AGREEMENT, mode In tht City of . - - S a l t . L a k e State of Utoh on tht 2 j * i . . . doy of 
.... January 19.23.. by ond bttwttn ...attW^..AA..V^ftflSSBJl 
hereinafter r t f t r r td to 01 tht ottignort, ond . . . .KEIXU. J t t & S a L ! U ^ J £ J ^ 
hereinafter r t f t r r td to at tht o t t lgnt t t , 
WITNISStTH; 
WHEREAS, under datt of .. DocaTtaar.6, 19.76 DOUCUiS.A-..PAYlffi..aiTd. DELTA. PAYNE, 
• h i s . w i f e « oi tellers, §ni9r§d Into o Uniform Reol Ettntt Contrc*.t with 
...QIARLES A . VW1J0RSSQJ 
at buyers, of ... ... , Utah, which contract it dtlivtred herewl'S. wherein ond whereby th* said U'Hers 
agreed to tell ard the taid buyert agreed to purchase, upon the termt. cond tions, ond provisions therein set 
forrh, all that certain land, with the buildings ond improvements thereon, treated, situate, lying ond being in 
the County of . . . S a l t .Lake State of Utah, ond more particularly described os follows: 
Carmcncing 88 foot North and 91.65 feot East icon the Southwest comer of 
lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B'\ Salt Lake City Survey: and th?nce East 73.35 feet; 
thence South 46.75 feet; thence West 73.35 feet? thencs North 46.75 feet 
to the point of beginning. 
to which ogrecment in writing, ref t ' tnet It htrtby modt for cl! nf th#i r»'int, conditions and provision* 
thereot. ond 
WHEREA3, tht uttigneet desire to ocqulrt from tht otsignrrt oil of tht right, title ond interest of tht 
assignors in said property above detenbed ot evidenced by toid whten coreement. 
f .OW, THEREFORE, it it hortby mutually ogrntd ot fetlowti 
1. lnot tht attignort in contidtration of Iht Po/mtnt of Ten Dollars ond other good ond voluoblt 
contiHorotion, tht receipt of which It htreby ocl.now n>d?ed, otrign to tht Ottignttt , oil their right, ti»lt end 
interevt in and to t J<d above describee* property ot • viuenctd by the oforetoid Uniform Real Ettate Controct 
of December 6 , 1976..... concerning tht obove dttcnbtd p r o f i t / . 
2. Thot to induce the assignees to pay tht taid suf-i of money o.»d to accept the taid contract, and the 
f .gtifs obhynt or< Pursuant thereto the attignort Hereby repretent to the ott ignort at follows-
o. Thot the ottignort hove duly ptrformtd alt tht con«J.«ions of tht toid contract. 
b. That the controct it now in full fo«*ct and tfftct and that tht unpaid bclar.ct of toid contract It 
$ , with intereit paid to tht c*oy of 19 
c. Tha' send '.ontfoct it cttignoble, 
3. That in consideration of thr attignort txtcuting and delivering this agreement, »'tt ottignces cove* 
nont wi th th* Ottignort at follows: 
a. That the assignees will duly keep, observe «J •<! perform oil of tht terms, conditions ond provitiont 
of tht taid agreement thot crt to bt I tat, c lorvod ond ptrformed by the ottignort. 
,...••••••.."" ^ That the ottigneet will tavo ond hold harmlet* the otvgnort of and from any ond oil actions, tuitt. 
•• ' *• ' / > ' ' ' < o t t t , damoget. cloimt and domandt whotsoevjr orit inj by reason of an act or cmitsion of Jhe 




-r psH I > • • 
v O IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The pcrtiot hereto hovt hereunto tel thtir handt and teolt the day ond year 
**r\t oL<Crva ^rf t ten. 
VqA^t^.af'Salt Lake) 
Cn^the^Snd day of January , 1979, 
personally • appeared
 sbef ore- -mer Char lea A. Vanhorssm, 
Keith Johnson & Mary''Johnson, husband and wife, the 
signers of the above instrument, who duly acknowledgod 
to me that they executed the same, 
y Public' *. • Notar
My Conmission Expires 3/1/82 Residing In: Salt Lake County 
Johnson 
'^ flSS '^Jclinson'" 
Of 
N 




WHEN RECORD!-D MAIL TO: 
3419US5 
UTAH TITLE COMPVNY (c/o Sue Llnck) 
629 E*i*t Ath South, Suit Lake City, Utnh 8A102 
CONTRACT AMENDMIINT AND 
ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT INTERESTS 
r~uy* 
£ 
This /Vmendnont, made in the rir.y of Salt Lake, State of Utnh on the 
y ) ^ day of March, 1980, by and between Triple MD" Enterprises Incorporated, 
a Utah Corporation, hereinafter referred to at TRIPLE "D", and Keith Johnson 
and Mary Johnson, contract purchasers by assignment, hereinafter referred to 
as JOHNSON, and Sheets Investment Company, hereinafter referred to as SHEETS. 
WITNESS THAT: 
WHEREAS, under date of December 6, 1976, Douglas A. Payne(now deceased) and 
Delia Payne, his wife, as sellers, entered into a Uniform Real Estate Contract 
with Charles A. Vanhorssen as buyer; and 
WHEREAS, Douglas A. Payne and his wife Delia Payne in fact had no interest 
in the real property which was the subject of said contract, having conveyed 
it earlier to TRIPLE "DM by meant of a Quit Claim Deed dated November 2A, 1975 
and recorded November 2At 1975, at Entry No. 2763222 In Book A035 at Page 26A; and 
WHEREAS, the above said Charlea Vanhorssen subsequently ast igncd his interest 
in the contract to JOHNSON; and 
WHEREAS, the said Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne assigned their purported 
lntcreflt in said contract to Coordinated Financial Services, Inc., a Utah 
Corporation, who in turn assigned said interest to Sheets Investment Company. 
NOW THEREFORE, the above said contract is hereby amended to include and bind 
the undersigned TRIPLE "D" as Seller under that contract and this amendment 
is to relate back and be binding as of the date the original contract was 
executed; 
It is the intent of TRIPLE ''D" to ratify* confirm and honor the terms and 
conditions of that contract, as now extant; 
TRIPLE "D" further assigns all beneficial or equitable title in the subject 
propcrty(subject to the contract with Johnson), to Sheets Investment Company. 













The subject property 1H dcHcribcd as follows, to wit: 
C iTTunetu: In j'. 88 lect North nnd 91.65 feet Last from th-* Southwest corm-r 
of Lot 4, Rlock 20, Plat "n'\ Salt Lnke City Survey; nnd running thence 
East 7 3. 3*) feet; thence South A6.7 5 feet; thence West 7 3.35 feet; thence 
North Af>.7r> ft«ct to the place of Her, Inning* 
Hated this __£/__^_^dny of LLJ^M^rl^{)' 
TRIPLE "D" ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED 
^i^i^^4 
By DELIA ?AVNK ./PRESIDENT 





MARY J^llNSp,' / 
BUYERS lJ j 
SHEETS INVESTMENT CO. 
^'tr-*-?A _ _ - s ^ * ^ ^ ^ 
By CAKY ,Stfh:ETS, PP>.SIDENf 
ASSIGNEE 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ; 
On tie 25th day of March
 % 1980, personally appeared before me 
DELIA PAYNE, who being by tne duly sworn, did sny that she is the President 
of TRIPLE "D" ENTERPRISES, a corporation, and that said instr ?nt was signed 
iiVt)«l\alf oT+*t&\d corporation by authority of its by-lawt;(or by a resolution 
• •,,•*' *• \ . 
of .UjKJbdAnk*of V tree tors) nnd said DELIA PAYNE acknowledged to me that said 
• corpor*tic£i*Hf$Rtd the same. '/// J y~* f 
t .'• V j ' .' r iL^Ot^^tL^U$t<^j^\j^<i iU. t» 
' H V ••'.' NOTARY PUfiLIC A \'\ 
\\y c'ommifliil'on empires : May 13, 1981 Res id ing in: S i , u , - ' k o r : l t . v - i : t < , h . ^ 
Ri 
<3) 
STATE OF UTAH, 
if 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
# 
^ ^ ^ t h e 25tb ^ y
 0f March $ 1980f p e r i 0 n a n y appeared before me 
//. ... K R X W 4 0 J h W N and MART JOHNSON, tht signers of ths within instrument, who duly 
«' • /^•tvt^^d^&Mne that tnc* • * ° c u t i d t h« •/?"uis ^ >* -/ 
iUN/ '' ' ''ttV/v J ' NOTARY PUBLIC , ,f . 
\V,'V My camt^ai^expiresi.May 13, 1981 Residing in: S a l t u k e c l ty» U t a h 
/ 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
On the 25th day of March
 % 1980, personally appeared before me 
,CAMr"TJflEfcT£, who being by rae duly sworn did pay that he i s a General Partner of 
'"siJEKTB.^ JryESpiENT COMPANY, a Limited Partnership, and that he the said 
\':$4tM&\£\\ duly authorized to sign the foregoing instrument as a General 
>*aYtn<rrv: 7/ >.y>
 j / t >*? V 
V '^'•••^ .•••••••,,%V '' NOTARY PUBLIC s*-
\ M y co^is^ion expires! May 13. 198.1 Residing in: Salt L a k e c i ty- U u h 
TabB 
MARK S. MINER 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
525 Newhouse Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Phone 363-1449 
UTAH STATE BAR NO. A2 27 3 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
EARL E. CONROY and 
LORETTA S. CONROY, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, DELIA PAYNE, 
KEITH JOHNSON, MARY JOHNSON, 
Defendants. 
) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF OBJECTION TO 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT. 
) Civil No. C88-314 
) Judge Leslie A. Lewis 
) 
) 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On August 30, 1975, Plaintiffs entered into a Uniform Real 
Estate Contract, in which Plaintiffs sold, and Douglas Payne and 
Delia Payne bought the house and lot situated in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, described as follows: 
Commencing 88 feet North and 91.65 feet Northeast from the 
Southwest corner of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B", Salt Lake City 
Survey, and running thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 
feet; thence West 73.35 feet; thence North 46.75 to place of 
beginning. 
1. Title to the estate is vested in Earl F. Conroy, and 
Loretta S. Conroy as joint tenants. The buyers of the property 
are Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson, his wife, Sheets Investment 
was the holder of the beneficial interest of the Uniform Real 
Estate Contract. The Johnson's were in possession when the house 
burned. 
2. Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne purchased the property 
from Earl F. Conroy and Loretta S. Conroy by virtue of an 
unrecorded Real Estate Contract dated August 30, 1975, Notice of 
Contract was recorded October 3, 1975, Entry No, 2748462, Book 
3988, Page 446. Said documents are annexed hereto and by 
reference made a part hereof and are identified as Exhibits 1; 2; 
and 3, respectively. 
3. Payne sold the beneficial interest in the contract to 
Gary Sheets; the Johnson's joined in by executing a contract 
amendment. See Exhibit "3". 
4. Charles Van Horssen obtained the property from Douglas 
Payne, and Delia Payne, his wife, through a Uniform Real Estate 
Contract, dated December 6, 1976. Mr. Horssenfs interest is now 
held of record by Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson, as is reflected 
by an assignment dated January 2, 1979, Entry No. 3220134, Book 
4796, Page 871; see Exhibit "4". 
5. On the 25th day of March, 1980, there was executed a 
contract amendment, which is annexed hereto and by reference made 
a part hereof as Exhibit "3". Gary Sheets by virtue of this 
assignment received all beneficial and equitable title in the 
subject property (subject to the Contract with Johnson to Sheets 
Investment Company). Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson contracted 
and agreed that they were totally bound by the original contract 
dated December 6, 1976, and that they ratified, confirmed, and 
honored the terms of the conditions of the contract, as now 
2 
existed, and that this amendment is to relate back and be binding 
as of the date of the original contract, (See Exhibit "3".) 
6. That on October 1, 1987, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson 
were duly served with Notice of Default of the Johnsons. On 
November 23, 1987, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson were duly 
served with a Second Notice of Violation of Contract. 
7. That Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson failed and refused 
to make monthly payments of $115 for 20 months and were in 
arrears $2,300 when the suit commenced; by filing of complaint 
and the service of summons to Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson by 
the Sheriff of Salt Lake County, on January 19th, 1988. 
8. Keith Johnson contacted Earl Conroy and told him that he 
would not make any further payments on the contract. The premises 
was abandoned by Keith and Mary Johnson without the knowledge or 
notice to Earl Conroy or Loretta Conroy, his wife, and the house 
was left opened to the general public, which ultimately resulted 
in the house being burned down by vandals; See Petition to Abate 
a Public Nuisance, annexed hereto and by reference made a part 
hereof as Exhibit 8. The Johnsons committed waste by being in 
possession and leaving the premises available to vandals who 
burnt the house down; to the detriment of the Conroy1s. Keith and 
Mary Johnson further violated the contracts by failing to keep 
the house insured in the amount of $20,500 as was provided in the 
Contract. They were obligated to insure the buildings and provide 
the fee owner with a copy of the insurance policy. This he failed 
to do. Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson took possession on March 
3 
25th 1980; and the premises were destroyed by reason of their 
deterioration, misuse, alteration, and neglect of the premises. 
Jowdy v. Guerin 10 Ari z. APP/205, 457 P2d 745, 748 (1969), This 
loss took place while the Johnson's were in possession to-wit 
February 20, 1988; Nine days after the Johnsons executed the 
Disclaimer. The Conroy's were not in possession until after the 
Bankruptcy Court lifted the Stay; permitting the Conroy's to take 
possession of the property; to-wit, February 9th 1989.(See 
Exhibit "9") 
9. Gary Sheets filed bankruptcy and the beneficial interest 
of said property became subject to the Bankruptcy Court. It was 
because of this that the Johnsons remained in possession of the 
house and lot in that the Conroy's were not entitled to 
possession until the mortgage was foreclosed and the Bankruptcy 
Stay was lifted. 
10. In this action the Johnsons have received two notices of 
breach of contract followed by a summons and complaint, in the 
above entitled action; notice from Salt Lake City, of an action 
condemning the house by reason of it becoming a public nuisance 
after it was burned down by vandals, which is annexed hereto and 
by reference made a part hereof as Exhibit "6" and a notice by 
publication of the sale of the house and lot by the Sheriff of 
Salt Lake County. This action was pending from October 1, 1977 
with judgment being taken on August 14, 1990. The Johnsons during 
this time, knowing that they had been duly served with summons 
and complaint, failed to answer or otherwise plead. 
4 
CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION EXISTS BETWEEN EARL CONROY AND 
LORETTA CONROY AS SELLERS AND KEITH JOHNSON AND MARY JOHNSON AS 
BUYERS OF A HOUSE AND LOT. 
11. The complaint alleges facts which establish a 
contractual and legal obligation of Keith Johnson and Mary 
Johnson which makes them liable for a money judgment in favor of 
the Plaintiffs. ( See Exhibit 2 ); which gave the Johnsons notice 
of the Conroy to Payne Contract. The Johnsons were named in the 
complaint because they were liable for a deficiency judgment. See 
Prudential Federal Savings and Loan v. King 22 Utah 2nd 381; 
Radley v. Smith-6 Utah 2nd 314; 313 Pac. 2nd 465. 
12. Plaintiffs deny that the execution of the disclaimer by 
Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson amounted to an answer to 
Plaintiff's complaint. The disclaimer merely stated that the 
Johnsons disclaimed any interest in the property. Disclaimers are 
often used in Mortgage Foreclosure suits and contract cases and 
in cases to quiet title to property. Their main purpose is to 
permit persons who genuinely have no interest in the property to 
disclaim and avoid being taxed costs. In this case Interstate 
Bank, Rulon F. Cannon and Nyle F. Cannon all filed Disclaimers in 
that they were merely given a security interest in the contract 
by the Johnson's for loans and mortgages made to the Johnson's; 
they stood to lose along with the Conroyfs by the non-payment of 
their mortgage or loan. It is a common custom to take disclaimers 
from this type of a person who is in this type of a category in 
this type of a case. 
5 
13. The Johnson's should not be able to expand the true 
meaning of the statutory defined word "Disclaimer". All the 
disclaimer does is relieve the Johnson's of paying Costs. See 
Section 78-40-3 of the Utah Judicial Code. 
14. See Section 25-5-1 of the Statute of Frauds. The 
Conroy's never released the Johnson's of any obligation to pay 
for said property by accepting the disclaimer. 
15. On the 25th day of March, 1980, Keith Johnson and Mary 
Johnson entered into a Contract Amendment and Assignment of 
Contract Interest which firmly bound them to the December 6th, 
1976, Uniform Real Estate Contract; in which Douglas Payne and 
Delia Payne, his wife, purchased said house and lot from the 
Plaintiff's by a Uniform Real Estate Contract, (see Exhibits "1" 
"2" and "3"). These contracts firmly bound the Johnsons to pay 
the Conroys. Notice of the contract between the Conroys and the 
Payne's was of record and this notice binds the Johnsons to pay 
the Conroy's herein. (See exhibit "2"). Such is not the case in 
Hansen v. Green River Group 748 Pac 2nd 1102. In this case the 
Green River Group demied knowledge of the contract between the 
Jensen's and Synvest Incorporated. The Greenriver Group further 
did not commit waste of the Motel. This distinguishes this case 
from the one before the Court. There certainly an issue on 
whether or not the Johnson's committed waste of the Conroy1 house 
in the instant case. 
The Johnson's case of Consolidated Wagon and Machine Co. v. 
Kay 21 P.2nd 837; 81 Utah 595; (1933),is not in point and does 
6 
not apply in this case, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson signed 
Exhibit "3"; they are both bound. They both had notice of the 
Conroy to Payne Uniform Real Estate Contract, said notice having 
been duly recorded and having been placed of record the Johnsons 
are deemed to have notice of the Conroy to Payne contract. The 
fact that the Paynes executed the same identical contract as 
Charles Van Horssen, in no way released the Johnsons from the 
Conroy to Payne contract; of which they were given notice of, see 
Exhibit "1" and "2 and "3". A contractual relationship existed 
between the Johnson's and the Conroys. 
16. Automotive Manufacturers Warehouse, Inc. v. Service 
Auto Parts, Inc., 596 P.2d 1033, 1036, relied upon by the 
Johnson's does not apply to this case. This case concerns a 
security agreement which was entered into on inventory and 
equipment. The fact situation is entirely different from the 
above entitled case. The documents are entirely different. The 
Court holding: "Peffer was never individually billed and the 
Plaintiff never even contended Peffer was personally liable for 
anything beyond the payments of the December 15, 1972 promissory 
note, until the amended complaint was filed in 1977. The 
circumstances, therefore, are not indicative of the parties 
intention to treat the security agreement as anything more." This 
case is not in point and involves four instruments: a promissory 
note, a security agreement, a financing statement and a loan 
disclosure. This case is entirely different from the case 
presented here. 
7 
17. In the above entitled case, the Johnsons became firmly 
bound to the Conroys by reason of a Uniform Real Estate Contract 
from the Conroys to the Paynes; the Notice of contract (Exhibit 
"2" Recorded October 3rd, 1975) stating: "The undersigned gives 
notice of interest in and to the following described property by 
virtue of an unrecorded Contract dated August 30, 1975. Recorded 
Book 3988 page 446. This notice bound the Johnson's to the 
Conroys and the Johnson's bought the property knowing that there 
was an outstanding contract which they were subject to along with 
a subsequent contract by the Paynes to Charles Van Horssen; an 
assignment form Charles Van Horssen to the Johnsons and an 
amendment of interest which was executed on March 25, 1990, which 
is annexed hereto as Exhibit 3, firmly binds the Johnsons to the 
Conroys via Uniform Real Estate Contracts. 
CONCLUSION 
1. The above entitled action was commenced on October lf 
1977. The Johnsons were duly served with a summons and complaint 
on January 18, 1987. The Johnsons vacated and abandoned the house 
and lot without the knowledge and consent of the Plaintiffs, as 
a result thereof, the house burned down. The Johnsons were 
served with a notice on the part of Salt Lake City to abate the 
nuisance (the burned down house) which they ignored. 
2. That the Johnsons told Earl Conroy that they would not 
pay any money on the contracts; that Keith Johnson had been 
injured in a Kennecott Copper accident and that they were 
judgment proof; all of which was untrue, and amounted to a fraud 
8 
upon the Conroy's. Based on these allegations, a disclaimer was 
given to the Johnsons, which they now claim have absolved them 
from any deficiency judgment by reason of their flagrant breach 
of contracts. Such is not the law nor has it ever been the law. 
Section 78-40-3 of the Judicial Code provides "If the defendant 
in such action disclaims in his answer any interest or estate in 
the property, or suffers judgment to be taken against him without 
answer, the Plaintiff cannot recover costs." This was made clear 
to the Johnsons (who are very skilled in property transactions) 
The Johnson's never lived in the house; they bought it for an 
investment. 
3. The Johnson's agreed to keep the premises insured against 
fire, in the amount of $20,500; which they failed to do, this 
along with the failure to make payments and abandoning the house 
and lot, all to the damage of the Plaintiff's should not be 
allowed. 
4. The motion for Summary Judgment should be denied in that 
there are genuine issues of law and fact. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dated this 23rd day of August, 1991. 
\ Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
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X H I B I T " 1 " 
UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
1. THIS AGREEMENT, made in duplicate this 3 0 t h day of AUGUST , A. D.f 19_ZL 
by «nd between PARI E. CONROY and JJORETTA S. q^mOYt h i s wi fe , as j o i n t t e n a n t s , 
hereinafter d o n a t e d as the Seller, and DOUGLAS A. TAYNH and DELIA PAYNE. l lJS w i f e . a S J O J n t 
t enants and not as t enan t s in conmon with fu l l r i g h t s of survivorship for c i t h e r . 
hereinafter designated as the Buyer, of SALT LAKE CITY, IHTAl f -
I 
2. WITNESSETH: That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and convey to the buyer, 
and tha buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to purchase the following described real property, situate m 
«w -c«bi> of •• SM,T LAKE
 S t a u „, u u h _ ...408-410 Past Cottanc A v e , S a l t Lake 
Aooseaa C l t / , T ' ta t l . 
- More pmrticviUrly described as follows: 
• ' . V'\di*3 : .MCING 88 feet North and 91.65 feet Hast from the .Southwest 
\ ' " *" '.'corner of Lot 4, HiocI: 20, P in t M H " , S i l t Lake Ci ty Purvey; and 
" \ ' : > . . . . v l i t n n i n g thenco East 73.3S f e e t ; thence South 46.75 fee t ; thence 
' " ' - : ; . « - ; " ^ c s t 73.35 f e e t ; thence North 46.75 feet to the p lace of BEGINNING. 
********** 
3. Ssld Buyer hereby agree* to enter Into possession and pay for said described premises the aum of . 
*»»* SIXTH?* TUQUSAMU POUR iflNPHTI ULMTTY FIVE AND NO/100 ««»*«*
 D<jlUr3 (< 16.41)5.00 _> 
payable at the office of Seller, his assigns or order AS d i r e c t e d b y t h e S e l l e r 
strictly within the following times, ^ ,v«»SEVW HUMPH) FIFTY AND NO/100'WLLAR?, 750.00 
cash, th« receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and the balance of shall be paid aa follows: 
$115-00 or more s h a l l be paid on or before the 1s t day of OCTOBER, 1975, and a l i ke 
payment of $115.00 or more s h a l l be paid on or before the 1st day of each successive 
month, u n t i l Apr i l 1 s t . , 1076, which s h a l l include an a d d i t i o n a l excess payment of 
S75O.00 . 5115.00 o r more sha l l then be paid on or before the 1st day of May, 1976, 
and $115.00 o r more s h a l l be paid on or before the 1st day of each succeeding month 
t h e r e a f t e r , u n t i l the e n t i r e unpaid p r i n c i p a l balance with i n t e r e s t i s pa id in f u l l . 
PAYMENTS DO NOT INCLUDE GENERAL TAXES OR FIRE INSURANCE COVERAGE. 
Possession of said premises shall he delivered to huyer on the 1s t , day of Sl iTTb *"•«" 19_Z:L. 
4. Said monthly payments are to be applied first to the payment of interest and accond to the reduction of the 
principal. Interest shall be charged from _ 
S/^urtlS 1 S t" 197$ 
on all unpaid portions of the 
purchase price at the rate of _E;.wi_>,. 
f, thrccj r ] 
cent (_. .<* ) per annum. The Buyer, at his option at anytime, 
may pay amounts In excess of the monthly payment* urwn the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any mortiraga 
or contract by the Huyer herein assumed, such excels to DC applied either to unpaid principal or in prepayment of future 
installments at the election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess payment is made. 
6. It is understood and agreed that if the Sclter accepts payment from the fluyer on this contract less than according 
to the terms herein mentioned, then by ^o doing, it will m no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture 
hereinafter stipulated, or as to any other remedies of the seller. 
6. It is understood that there presently exists an obligation against said property in favor of J-**1 ^ ''"ft»' A. rA «Ni..| 
and Delia PAYNE, ns J o i n t t enants
 i th .„ un(Mlid U U n C T of 
t 7.142.12 . . .f AUGUST 3 1 s t . . 1975 
7. Seller represents that there are no unpaid special improvement district taxes covering improvements to said prem-
ises now in the process of being installed, or which have been completed ami not paid for, outstanding against aaid prop-
.rty. c c p t the following '•" raQ-mCttS 
8. The Seller is given the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secured by said property of not to exceed the 
then unpaid contract halance herrunder, bearing Interest at the rate of not to vxctnl CJgl l t a n d t h r e e tOUrptf^w t 
(-v._*Vj?_^ ) per annum and payable In regular monthly Installments; provided that the agrregate monthly installment 
payments required to be made by Seller on sVid loans shall not be greater thsn each installment payment required to be 
m^dc by the Huyer under this contract. When the principal due hereunder has been reduced to the amount of any such 
loans and mortgages the Seller agrees to convey and the Buyer agrees to accept title to the above described property 
subject to said loans and mortgages. 
t*. If the Buyer desires to exercise his right through accelerated payments under this agreement to pay off any obli-
gations outstanding at ti^tc of this agreement against said properly, it shall be the liuyer'n obligation to mn^ume *n<l 
p*y «ny penalty which may be rcquirvd on prepayment t«f juud prior «.l>IJgr»tiuu.-». Pa-payment -penalties in respect 
to obligations against said property incurred by teller, after date of this agreement, snail be paid by seller unless 
said nhfigation* are assumed or approved by buyer. 
10. The Buyer agrees upon written request of the Seller to make application to a reliable lender for a loan of such 
amount as can be secured under the regulations of said lender and hereby agrees to apply any amount so received upon 
the purchase price above mentioned, and to execute the papers required and pay one-half the expenses necessary in ob-
taining said loan, the Seller agreeing to pay the other one-half, provided however, that the monthly payments and 
interest rate required, shall not exceed the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above. 
11. The Buyer agrees to pay all taxes and assessments of every kind and nature which are or which may be assessed 
and which may become due on these premises during the life of this agreement. The Seller hereby covenants and agrees 
that there are no assessments against said premises except the following: 
W EXCEPTIONS 
The Seller further covenants and agrees that he will not default in the payment of his obligations against aaid property. 
12. The Buyer agrees to pay the general taxes after SEPTEMBER 1 s t . , 1 9 7 S 
J3. The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable building* and improvcmcnU on s«id premises insured in a com-
pany acceptable to the Seller in the untount of not less than the unpaid balance on this contract, or $..- 3 _ . _ 
and to assign said insurance to the Seller as his interests may apj>ear and to deliver the insurance policy to htm. 
14. In the event the Buyer shall default In the payment of any special or general taxes, assessment or insurance 
premiums as herein provided, the Seller may, at his option, pay said taxes, assessments and insurance premiums or either 
of th«m, and if Seller elects so to do, then the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, all such sums ao advanced 
and paid by him, together with interest thereon from date of payment of said sums at the rate of % of one percent p«r 
month until |»*id. 
15. Buyer agrees that ho will not commit or suffer to be committed uny waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon 
said premises, and that he will maintain said premises in good condition. 
K,. In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make 
any payment or payments when the sume Khali become due, or within J.*. i !5 . . . A 1 days thereafter, the 
Seller, at his option shall have the following alternative remedies: 
A. Seller nhall have the right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after written notice, 
to l>e released from all obligation* in law and in equity to convey nuid prujH-rty, uud all puymout* which 1MAV«-
l»«-rn mitdc theretofore on HUM couti-uct by the Buyer, ahull be forfeit**! to llo* Seller a* liquidated duutu»r«'* f«»r 
the non-performance of the contract, and the Buyer agraea that the Seller may at his option re-enter and take 
possession of said premises without legal processes as in its first and former estate, together with ail improve-
ments and additions made by the Buyer thereon, and the said additions and improvements shall remain with 
the land become the property of the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will of the Seller; or 
B. The Seller may bring suit and recover judgment for all delinquent installments, including costs and attorneys 
fees. (The use of thu remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting 
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or 
C. The Seller shall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid 
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contact as a note and mortgage, and p«»s 
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the oame in accordance with the laws of 
the State of Utah, and have the property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the bulance owing, 
including costs and attorney's fct:*; and the Seller mmy have a judgment for any deficiency which may remain. 
In the cn*e of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately entitled lo 
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mvrtKUKtxl properly and colloct the rent*, \*«u<* *u»«i 
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant 
to order of the court; and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the possession 
of the said premises during the period of redemption. 
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement. 
18. In the event there are any liens or encumbrances against s*id premises other than those herein provided for or 
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue against the 
sume by acts or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay und discharge the sume and receive credit 
on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any auch payment or payments and thereafter the pay-
ments herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until such time as such suspended 
payments shall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid. 
19. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner above mentioned 
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to the 
above described premises free and clear of all encumbrances except as herein mentioned and except aa may have accrued 
by or through the acta or neglect of the Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance in the amount 
of the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any time during the 
term of this are+amant, or at time of delivery oi deed, at tha option of Buyer. 
20. it is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accept* the said property 
in its present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties hereto with 
reference to said property except aa herein specifically set forth or attached hereto MONE 
21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default In any of the covenants or agreements contained here-
in, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney's fee, which may true 
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any 
rcmixly provided hereunder or oy the statutes of the Stata of Utah whether such remedy is pursued by filing a suit 
or otherwise. 
22. It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, administrators, suc-
cessors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this agreement have hereunto signed their names, the day and year 
first above written. 
Signed in the presence of 
STATE OF UTAH h JS^ZJJ^CI ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Oh the day of ,A,D. 
personally appeared he fore" iiie~~ "Douglas A. 
Payne- and nclia Payne, his wife, and 11 
CoaroyiJuTjd^Ebjetta S. Conroy, his wife 
s i x e r s o f tlu» within instrument, who/duly 
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Mf£M ZE-COMEV MAIL TO 
NOTICE OF CONTRACT 
The undersigned hereby gives Notice of interest in and to the following 
described property by virtue of an unrecorded CONTRACT dated AUGUST 50th., 
1975 . The property described in said CONTRACT is as 
n — 
ii fol lows: 
COfT-ENCING 88 feet North and 91.6S feet East from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4, Block 20, P l a t " B " , S a l t Lake Ci ty Survey; and 
running thence East 73.35 f e e t ; thence South 46.75 f e e t ; thence 
West 73.35 f e e t ; thence North 46.75 fee t to the p lace of BEGUCMING. 




!i This Notice is made and executed this the ^prh fjjv of AUGUSJX r~^\ A.D.,• 
li 19 75. 
D e i i a P a y n e / 
STATE OF UTAH 
:ss. 
\\ COUNTY OF SALT U\KE ) 
On this the 30th day of AUGUST 
'Co 
_, A.D., 19 75 , personally $& 
j appeared before me, DOUGIAS A. PAYNE and DELIA PAYNE, his wife, as joint 
i • — • 
i tenants with full rights of survivorship for either.
 t the signers__ of this 
Notice of Contract who duly acknowledged to me that theY^^xecute^tS^fsltfne. (j) 
—A Vs- / / jits .u<-V 
v. Nty comission fc#)ires 
NOTARY PUBLIC .• . : - . ' - - , , , ^',-
Rasing at:
 y / - \ ^ ^ \ \ 
^^^m 
EXHIBIT "3" 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: UTAH TITLE COMPANY (c/o Sue Li nek) 
629 E.i*t 4th South, Salt Lake City,' Utah 
CONTRACT AMENDMENT AND 
3419GS5 
ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT INTERESTS 
84 102 
- & 
T h i s /Vmendmcnt, natlc i n t h e r i r . v of S a l t Lake , S t a t e of Utah on t h e 
H • 
^/ *^ day of March, 1980, by and between Triple "D" Enterprises Incorporated, 
a Utah Corporation, hereinafter referred to as TRIPLE "D", and Keith Johnson 
and Mary Johnson, contract purchasers by assignment, hereinafter referred to 
as JOHNSON, and Sheets Investment Company, hereinafter referred to as SHEETS. 
WITNESS THAT: 
WHEREAS, under date of December 6. 1976, Douglas A. Payne(now deceased) and 
Delia Payne, his wife, as sellers, entered into a Unifcnn P.ea_l_Estate Contract ^ 
with Charles A. Vanhorssen as buyer: and 
WHEREAS, Douglas A. Payne and his wife Delia Payne in fact had nc.interest 
in the real property, which was the subject of said contract, having conveyed 
it earlier to TRIPLE "D" by njeans of a Quit Claim Deed dated November 24, 1975 
! 
ana recorded November 24, 1976, as Entry. No. 2763222 in Book 4035 at Page 264; and 
WHEREAS, the above said Charles Vanhorssen subsequently assigned his interec*" 
in the contract to JOHNSON: and 
WHEREAS, the said Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne assigned their purported 
interest in said contract to Coordinated Financial Services, Inc., a Utah 
i 
Corporation, who in turn assigned said interest to Sheets Investment Company. 
NOV/ THEREFORE, the above 
the undersigned TRIPLE "D" as 
said contract is hereby amended to include and bind 
(Seller under thst contract and this amendment 
is to relate back and be binding as of the date the original contract was 
executed: 
I 
It is the intent of TRIPLE "D" to ratify, confirm and honor the ccrms and 
j 
conditions of that contract, as now extant: 
TRIPLE "D" further assigns alJ beneficial or equitable title in the subject 
i 










The s u b j e c t p r o p e r t y i s d e s c r i b e d a s f o l l o w s , t o w i c : 
Commencing 88 f e e t N o r t h and 9 1 . 6 5 f e e t E a s t from t h e S o u t h w e s t c o r n e r 
of Lot *», B lock 2 0 , P l a t " B " , S a l t Lake C i t y S u r v e y ; and r u n n i n g t h e n c e 
E a s t 7 3 . 3 5 f e e t ; t h e n c e Sou th 4 6 . 7 5 f e e t ; t h e n c e West 7 3 . 3 5 f e e t ; t h e n c e 
; o r t h l A 6 . 7 5 f e e t t o t h e p l a c e of B e g i n n i n g . 
D a t e d t h i s 19S0. 
TRIPLE "D" ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED 
3y DELIA PAYNE/PRES I DENT 
SELLER, ASSIGNOR 
KEITfc JOHNSON/ 
£ ^ t ^ y w ^ 
MARY JOKNS^ty / 
BITERS \J / 
SHEETS INVESTMENT CO. 
^ C r dtX^oz^^--
By CAKY^&fltETS, PRESIDENT 
ASSIGNEE 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COl-NTY OF SALT LAKE 
On t"ie 2 5 t h day of March
 % 19S0, p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d b e f o r e me 
DELIA PAYN'E, who b e i n g by ne d u l y s w o r n , d i d say t h a t she i s t h e P r e s i d e n t 
of TRIPLE "D" ENTERPRISES, a c o r p o r a t i o n , and t h a t s a i d i n s t " en t was s i g n e d 
i«C-behalf - o i S t b e - a l l . o r * « « a ^ d c o r p o r a t i o n bv a u t h o r i t y of i t s b y - l a v s ( o r bv a r e s o l u t i o n 
of .It^c; b f l ^ w . # o t M t r e e t o r s ) and s a i d DELIA PAYNE acknowledged t o me t h a t s a i d 
• c o r p o r ^ t i J j f i i e C f j j c c d t h e same . 
\ l y c o m r a i ^ t o n v e m p i r e s : ^ y 1 3 . 1981 
NOTARY PUBLIC -^ 
R e s i d i n g l iu S a l t Lak<? C i t y . L ' t a h ) , -
V * 
- . 






- " • • - » i 
" * • ~ 
(3) 
STATE OF UTAH,, 
COUNTY Of" SALT LAKE 
. ~-*"n~vi.-* ' dn < i ' „ *r* t T s > n , ) ] " . ipp*-,*! *-.d b e f o r e me 
' t « >: ; i ' r. . t i mnenc , who d u l y ^IITH JOJJMLN a n d MARY JOHNSON, t h e s l & n . - r 
i $o r.. ;» ia i • ! « ' « j > » : c u t e d t h e sarae_* 
a m i * -i ».*-V . v t • 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
* 1981 R e s i d i n g i n : S a l t j L a k e C i t y , Utah 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
On, t h e 25 th day of March
 f 1980,, p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d b e f o r e me 
rGAJOT" SHEKXJS, who b e i n g by ns d u l y s - o r n d i d say t h a t he i s a G e n e r a l P a r t n e r of 
" SHEETS..INVESTMENT COMPANY, a L i n i t e d P a r t n e r s h i p , and th u he t h e s a i d 
'• <jA#r?.SKi$y$t ;£s d u l y ^ a u t h o r ! z e d t o s i g n t h e f o r e g o i n g i n s t r u m e n t as a G e n e r a l 
,'Partner-T' 
! 
„ „ 1 
NOTARY PUBLIC ^ i 
vMy commission expires!: *< ™ 3 > 3 581 Residing in: Saltil.ake City, Utah 




NOTICE OK CONTRACT' 
6/y 
TFF . . _ . _XQ-W£m5' f r 5 i5 f§ 0 f cONCi : j lN: Tl>c unders igned. CHARLES A. VAN KORSSEN 
d o t s hereby Cla im and Asser t an i n t e r e s t in ^nd to the r f a l property h e r e -
; r 
inaftcr descr ibed by virtue of a Certa in Unifornp Real Estate Contract 
H I J 
dated December 6, 1976 
1 , 
executed by DOCJGLAS A. PAYNE and DELIA PAYNE, his wife 
j 
Seller . and CHARLES A. VAN HORSSEN 
Buyer , and described as follows: 
COMMENCING 88 feet North and 91. 65 feet-East)from the Southvest corner 
of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B'\ Salt Lake City) Survey, and running thence 
East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 feet; thence West 73.35 feet; thence 
North 46.75 feet to the point of BEGINNING. 
* * * -*. * * * * * * - -k-k -k ***** *f** * * * 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. have hereunto al(]ixed hand and seal this 
day o f ' December 
2gd/4c<^ 
'STATE; Op UTAH, 
A C ^ i i y <>£ -'Salft Lake 
ss. 
) 
On 6th day of 
*0 
December . A. D. 19 7 6 co 
personal ly appeared before iwe C h a r l e s A. Van Horssen 
the s igner of the within ins trument , who dully: acknowledged to me that 
he executed the s a m e . $ 
&Q ' Mii.: 
/ / Notary P u b l i c . \ ''^-fl 
My commiss ion e x p i r e s &M/,C <# 'if&O Ues'iding at S a l t - ^ l a k e f City,- Ut 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TlTLl-; AND AHSTKACT COMPANY 
^gh(** ^>f**(<£<? vT chorusc*-^/ /< * '^ iScVc' 
E x h i b i t " 5 " 
I H I S iS A i E 6 A i L y flM.o.NG CONTRACT i f - J O T U N D f R S ' O O D S e t ' C O M f - ' . T i N f ADVICE 
K,TORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
1. THIS AGKLKMKNT. made in duplicate this 6 t h day of DeCeml_L-Lr A. R, 1__ 
by and between DOUGLAS A, PAYNE and DELIA PAYNE, h i s w i f e 
here inaf te r des igna ted as the Sel le r , and . 
CHARLES A. VANHORSSEN 
hereinafter designated as the Buyer, of 
_. WITN t_SSKTH: That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and cenvey to the buyer, 
and the buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to purchase the following described real property, situate in 
the county of S a l t Lake
 f st ate of Utah, to-wit: _ ___ "A1Q C o t t a g e Avenue 
A, O O R C S 8 
More particularly described as follows; 
COMMENCING 88 feet North and 91.65 feet East from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B"f Salt Lake City Survey; and 
thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 feet; thence West 73.35 
feet; thence North 46.75 feet to t: 1 Ie poi nt of BEGINNING. 
3. Said Buyer hereby agrees to enter into possession and pay for said described premises the sum of . hereby ag 
___L_5u__Z TWENTY TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND NO/1 0 0 * * * * * * * * * UoUar3 ($_2_U5DQ.QQ > 
payable at the office of Seller, his assigns or ordc-r . 
strictly within the following t i m e , u-wi t : TWO THOUSAND AND N O / 1 0 0 * * * * * * * * * ( S 2 , 0 0 0 . 9 0 ) 
cash, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and the balance of $. 
2 0 . 5 0 0 . 0 0 shall" be paid as follows: 
T h e s u m f o $17 5.00 c o mine n c in g J a n u a r y 7 , 1 977 and the s ame a mo un t: 
on the same day of each successive month thereafter, i intil the 
principal and interest is paid in full. 
Buyer to pay taxes and insurance in addition to above payments. 
Buyer to pay a 5% late fee on payments received 10 days after due 
date. 
Possession of said premises shall be delivered to buyer on the vtli
 cray 0f uGCemDC. T y ^ jc, __0 
4. Said monthly payments are to be applied first to the payment of interest and second to the reduction of the 
principal. Interest shall be charged from _, December 6. 1976 on all unpaid portions of the 
purchase price at the rate of n i n e a n (!*" " f r r 5 ? e n 9 p a r C e r S Q ^ / V r annum. The Buyer, at his option ol anytime, 
may pay amounts in excess of the monthly payments upon the unpaid balunce subject to the limitations of any mortgage 
or contract by the Buyer herein assumed, such excess to be applied cither to unpaid principal or in prepayment of future 
installments at I he election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess payment is made. 
6. It is understood and agreed that if the Seller accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract leas than according-
to the terms herein mentioned, then by so doing, it will in no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture 
hereinafter stipulated, or as to any other remedies of the seller. 
C. Jt is understood that there presently exists an obligation against said propel ty in favor of ___________ _ 
l*OnC with an unpaid balance of 
as of JL_ 
7. Seller represents that there are no unpaid special improvement district taxes covering improvements to said prem-
ises now in the process of being installed, or which have been completed and not paid for, outstanding; against said prop-
erty, except the following 1 . _,. 
8. The Seller is given the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secured by said property of not to excetd the 
then unpaid contract balance hereunder, bearing interest at the rate of not to exceed percent 
( 10 - r t ) ) per annum and payable in regular monthly installments; provided that the agrregate monthly installment 
payments required to be made by Seller on said loans shall not be greater than each installment payment required to be 
made by the Buyer under this contract. When the principal due hereunder has been reduced to the amount of any such 
loans an<l mortgages the Seller agrees to convey and the Buyer agreec to accept title to the above described property 
subject to 5aul loans and mortgages. 
V. If the Buyer desires to exercise his right through accelerated payments under this onrccment to pay off any obli-
gations outstanding at date of this agreement against Raid property, it shall be the Buyer's obligation to assume nnd 
pay any penalty which may be required on prepayment of said prior obligations. Prepayment penalties in respect 
to obligations against said property incurred by seller, after date of this agreement, snail be paid by seller unless 
said obligations are assumed or approved by buyer. 
10. The Buyer agrees upon written request of the Seller to make application to a reliable lender for a loan of such 
amount as can be secured under the regulations of said lender and hereby agrees to apply any amount so received upon 
the purchase price above mentioned, and to execute the papers required and pay one-half the expenses necessary in ob-
taining said loan, the Seller agreeing to pay the other one-half, provided however, that the monthly payments and 
interest rate required, shall not exceed the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above. 
11. The Buyer agrees to pay all taxes and assessments of every kind and nature which are or which may be assessed 
and which may become due on these premises during- the life of this agreement. The Seller hereby covenants and agrees 
that there are no assessments against said premises except the following: 
None . , . . 
The Seller further covenants and agrees that he will not default in the payment of his obligations against said property. 
12. The Huycr agrees to pay the general taxes D e c e m b e r 6_j 1976 
i:i. The Uuyer further agrees to keep all insurable buildings and improvements on aaid premises insured in a com-
pany acccjiLaMo to the Seller in the amount of not leas thkn the unpaid balance on this contract, or t ^ 1 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ . 
and to assign *«id insurance to the Seller as his interests may appear and to deliver the insurance policy to him. 
11. In the event the Huycr shall defnnlt in the payment of any special or general taxes, assessments or insurance 
premiums os herein provided, the Seller uuy, at his option, pay said taxes, assessments and insurance premiums or either 
of then), ur.d if Seller elects so to do, then the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, all such sums so advanced 
and paid t»v hint, together with interest thereon from date of payment of Kind sums at the rate of % of one percent per 
month until paid. 
15. Buyer agrees that he will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction In or upon 
said premise*, and that he will maintain said premises in good condition. 
K». In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make 
any payment or payments when the same shall become due, or within 1 ^ days thereafter, the 
Scaler, at his option shall have the following alternative remedies: 
A. S«]Jer shall have th« right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within flvs days after written notice, 
to be released from all obligations in law and in equity to convey said property, and all payments which have 
been made theretofore on this contract by the Buyer, shall be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for 
the non-performance of the contract, and the Buyer agrees that the Seller may at his option re-enter and take 
possession of suid premises without legal processes as in its first and former estate, together with all improve-
ments snd ollditiuna mude by the Buyer thereon, and the said additions and improvements shall remain with 
the land become the property of the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will of the Seller; or 
IS. The Seller may bring suit and recover, judgment for all delinquent installments, including cost* and attorneys 
fees. (The use of this remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting 
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or 
C. The Seller shall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice, to. the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid 
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contract as a note and mortgage, and pass 
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the same in accordance with the laws of 
the State of Utah, and have the property aold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the balance owing, 
including costs and attorney's fees; and the Seller may have a judgment tor any deficiency which may remain. 
In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately*entitled to 
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of aaid mortgaged property and collect the rents, issues anW, 
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant 
to order vt the court; and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the possession 
X)*V*>f' the said premises during the period of redemption. 
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement. 
18. In the event there are any liens or encumbrances against said premises other than those herein.provided for or 
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for .shall hereafter accrue agsintt the 
same by acts or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and discharge the aamc and receive credit 
on the umount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payments and thereafter the pay-
ments herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until auch time as such suspended 
payments shall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid. 
10. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner'} above mentioned 
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty ^ttd conveying the title to,the 
above described premises irvc and clear of all encumhrunccs except as herein mentioned and except as may have accrued 
by or through the acts or neglect of the Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance in the amount 
of the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any time during the 
term of this agreement, or at time of delivery of deed, at the option of Huycr. '* i 
20. It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties'hereto that the ljuyer accepts the aaid property 
in its present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties hereto with 
reference to said property except as herein apecifieally set forth or attached hereto - _ _ _ _ _ _ - — _ - — _ _ _ « _ _ _ 
21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default in any of the covenants or agreements contained here* 
in, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney'a fee, which may arise 
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any 
remedy provided hereunder or by the statutes of the State of Utah whether such remedy is pursued by filing a suit 
or otherwise. 
22. It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, admlnUtraton, suc-
cessors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
IN WITNESS WHF.KKOF, the said parlies to this agreement J>J*ye hereunto signed their names, tne\day^and year 
first above written. 
Signed in the presence of 









the right to all rentals from 
the property as they dall due, fo 
vjhich purpose all rents are hereby 
assigned to seller as security for 
installment payments. 
/ 
t h e 
Buyer 










E x h i b i t "6 ' 
JR'i e. - 1979 
• ' T H I S .S A L E G i L L V B 'ND'NG C C . T R 4 C T |F NOT UNDERSTOOD SEE'- COVPETENT ADVICE. " 
' V)')t t")A ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT 
THIS AGREEMENT, mode in the City c .>ua. A-^-JJ.. , State of Utah on the ......2} K3- day of 
. J a n u a r y 19.73. . by and between CHARLES A-....\^#QKSSHjI 
'hereinafter referred to as*the assignors, a n d KFTTH . T f i H M g n a n d MApy JT lMMSfN, h n ^ f r a n r i ;=)nd y j f ^ 
hereinaftet referred to as the assignees, 
WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, under date of .. DeQ3xt»er v,. I* ~ ,ii:A.ll A PAVNF. and .• flflTJjk PftYKF., 
- l l i S - W i f e os iel ie.s, emered »o a Uni form Real Estate Controct w i th 
-CHARIES-A, vmmjstssm , 
as buyers, of , Utah, wh ich contract is del ivered h f r ew i t r wherein and whereby the said sellers 
agreed to sell a r d the said buyers agreed to purchase, up«- -• thf terms cond't ions, and provisions therein set 
for th , al l that certoin l and , w i th the bu i ld ings and improvements the re in , erected, situate, ly ing and being in 
the County of SaJLt . . l £k£ , State of UtahJ and more part icular ly described as follows: 
Commencing 88 feet North and 91.65 feet East from the Southwest corner of 
Lot 4, Block 20, P la t "B'\ Sa l t Lake City Survey; and thence East 73.35 feet ; 
thence South 46.75 feet; thence West fa.35 feet ; thence North 46.75 feet: 
to the point of beginning. 
to which .agreement in w r i t i n g , r«f*»rpnce i i ade for a l l of the terms, condi t ion* and provisions 
thereof, and -
WHEREAS, the assignees desire - ;*.!<< •* *n.m **>e assignors o i l of the r ight , t i t le ond interest of the 
assigrors in %cr3 orooerty above desc r . ted n f ^ i i :ed by said wri t ten cgreement. 
MOW, THEREfORE, it i t hereby m u t u a l < wi os follows: I 
1. That the assignors in consid^ jt.t v .collars ond other good and va luable 
considerat ion, the receipt of wh ich «s herer * - i - y 'he assignees, o i l their r ight , ti*ie and 
interest in and to %o«c above descr ibed pi ; • »r - ' o e s a i d Uniform Real Estate Contract 
-• December 6 .. 1976 com— •• -•. -w t*5*e o-.^ibe*
 v.^.- » 
2. That ro induce the assignee's, to pay the jsa id sum of money and to accept the said contract, <Jnd the 
•ghfs obf.grr c c^rsuont thereto the assignors hereby represent to the assignees os fol lows- j 
erforrpe 
! 
Thot the contract is now in fu l l force jand e*+e<t 
S , w i t h interest pa id tfo the-
a. That tl e assignors hove du ly p r r c d al l *he * >i d ' f * of the said contract. 
b. v n -t+eo :?•*•• *» <•>* «jnf>3«d balance 
c. 7--a" *c.«3 contract cs css ignab le . J 
3. That *n considerat ion of the assignors te*e<i/t-ig ^ . - . de f i n g th i * igreem*-** - - v, , >*** 
nant wi th the assignors a* fo l lows: j 
o. Thot the assignees w i l l du ly keep, o b s c v e • • •; -f * *-> *• vc^d t,ons ond pfc-
of the said agreement that ore to be kepi observed ,:nu p ^ r f c m e d by the assignors 
Thot the assignees w i l l save and hold harmless the ass g^o's ot and f rom any o»>c oil o i t i o ° 
( i> i *^osts, damages, claims a n d demands whatsoever o n v 4 by reas . • a--* c ' • > fr.ss(l,-n 
\ .--' "" y„ "• . 
- ' 'ass ignees. 
' h* f *"-^  '"* 
."-= IN WITNESS VVh HI. I " • , . 1 l.i«feunto set 
\v * - ' 
""s» c^j%*q ^vr f i ten. 
'•• Cdunty l>f "Sa^t Lake) 
Qi^the -^Mi day of January , 1979, 
persona 1 ly appeared before • me, • Charles A. Vanhorssen •, 
Keith Johnson & Mary Johnson, husband and wife, the "/? 
signers of the above instrument, who duly acknowledge i/ y7^ 
to me that they executed the same ^ ^ ^ 
Notary Public*/-; ^ ^,NS ~ 
My^  Ccnmission' E ^ i r e s 3/1/82 • Residing In: Salt Lake County 
jp f*# '»f$to rem £iut*-.,«i*Te Stcow^^^.ow^vWo*. 
6 1, » NK NO 1 1 'S ^ ' " C i - L T . ^ ^ t -
EXHIBIT "7" 
DISCLAIMER 
Comes now KEITH JOHNSON AND MARY JOHNSON, husband and wife, 
and disclaim all right, title or interest of whatsoever charactor 
or extent in or to any or all real property or appurtenances 
situated thereon in the following described property, to-wit: 
COMMENCING 88 feet North and 91.65 feet Northeast from the 
Southwest Corner of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B" , Salt Lake 
City Survey; and running thence East 73.35 feet; thence 
South 46.75 feet; thence West 73.35 feet; thence North 46.75 
feet to the place of BEGINNING. 
DATED this ) / ^ day of February, 1988. 
KEffTHJOHN^DN 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE) 
On the // -^ day of February 1988, there personally 
appeared before me, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson, authorized to 
disclaim any right, title or interest of the above described 
property and they state that they are duly authorized to execute 
this disclaimer. 
< Notary Public A 
My commission expires: J{A^<^V/£~/^ift Residing at f 
y 
E X H I B I T " 8 ' 
CHERYL D. LUKE 
City Prosecutor 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
451 South 250 East, Room 125 
. :]t Lake City, Utah 84111 
telephone: (801) 535 7767 
BEFORE THE MAYOR OI: 
SALT LAKE CITY, 1 JTAf I 
SINDT-DE JXQNSJSpt^^L. COUKIY. UTAH 
J
 — DEP LIT) 
i;n*naj in Aiwn: A RIBLIC NUISANCE 
N . . 1>- 89 I 
In Re: 4 0 8 - 4 1 2 F a s t C o t t a g e Ave. 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 
SALT LAKE C U T CORPORATION, 
vs. 
EARL F. CONROY, LOREITA S. 
CONROY, DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, 
DgTiTA PAY^ f.QjASLESJZMJC)RSSEN, 
^SHEETS nWESTT^ENT OGMPANY^ KEITH 
JOHNSON, MARY JOHNSON, RUDON F 
CANNON, NYLE F. CANNON, GAYLF ) 
CANNON, ROBERT B. WATKINS, 
MICHAEL T. HOLLAND, and the UiAH 
TITLE AND ABSTRACT OCMPANY 
Defendants 
/;.-— horn^-^r*o» r^f<-TM<] to as ".Department", hereby petitions the Mayor 
:j ^ u..- -•..« . l -- structure situ^^i at 40^ 
41 J. East fx>ttaqe Avenue i:: Salt U3K«. LT.'M :.O;. • *e an nor^u* •• »- , 
constitrf i*^ ^  " ih jr~ nuisance •. the life, ! inb, 
safety, :^pet'. \,
 t . j , « ., :_o. . .; <':/ j.- UD±JL^ 
nuisance should tx^  afvated by (kfiolit i<" :\ 'jty - * ion w;ih *-xf--libt.-t i ; rx3 
borne f * ' .*'••.*-'• :n : «'>:•-* »«- r-osts of such 
demolition, including the costs oi t u. hoa. ;nu, >.v cnai je*. 
tfie premises and/or p^i'-t tf^ nromif-*^ t the placemen* <>.* a special 
In support of its petition, petitioner alleges as follows: 
1. The subject of this action is the vacant residential structure 
located at the premises situated at 408-412 East Cottage Avenue, hereafter 
"Property", more particularly described as follows: 
BEG 88 FT N & 91.65 FT E FR SW COR DOT 4, BLK 20, PIAT B, SDC SUR: 
E 73,35 FT, S 46-75 Ff, W 73.35 FT, N 46.75 FT TO BEG 
2. Title Information. 
A. Title to the estate is vested in EARL F. CONROY, subject to 
the marital interest of his spouse, if married, and DORETTA S. 
CONROY, subject to the marital interest of her spouse, if 
married, as joint tenants. 
B. DOUGLAS A. PAYNE and DELIA PAYNE parchased the property from 
EARL F. CONROY and DORETTA S. OONROY by virtue of an 
unrecorded Uniform Real Estate Contract dated August 30, 1975. 
The Paynes' interest are now held of record by SHEETS 
INVESTMENT COMPANY. 
C. CHARLES VAN HORSSEN obtained the property from DOUGLAS A. 
PAYNE AND DELIA PAYNE through an Uniform Real Estate Contract 
dated December 6, 1976. Mr. Horssen's interest is r.cw held 
of record by KEITH JOHNSON and MARY JOHNSON. 
D. RUDON F. CANNON and NYLE F. CATION obtained interest in the 
property from KEITH and MARY JQ^NSCN with a Uniform Real 
Estate Contract dated December 16, 1982. The interest of 
RUDON F. CANNON and NYLE F. CANNON are now held of record by 
NYLE F. CANNON and GAYLE CANNON. 
F. ROBERT B. WATKINS AND MICHAEL T. HOLLAND may hold interest in 
the property by virtue of a trust deed wherein they acted as 
trustors <^ n .. C5\. 000 Tear, to beneficiaries RUDON F. CANNON 
-* ^ * "
 ;
 >- A * M r i;itl. tlkj Ux/Ui TITLE & ABSTRACT (XMPANY 
3 Pursuant * ' .'*. complaint received by f lie Department, on cr nbo«;*-
Febn j-irv ?- 1QOf' 4b*- r»-;-*--** • • >r- jne-:pr*~*-^ ^nrj f ujr-y-] t;o K-> in 5-.!bstantial 
H o u s i n g C o d e , 1 9 8 8 Edit ion, dr- <U!*'ndod, <vri t -ie U n i f o r m C o d e for the A b a t e m e n t 
®£. b a n g e r oi:s ^i-d_;iio lnQr I *"* >- *s .--r^dcd. 
1
 *• "n or aN.Hji ti«- , . vj jj : •• Depar b i ei it i ssi led, 
posted on 1 :he premises, and served a "Notice and Order" dated February 29, 
l'^38, u}>.*fi IIM5 defon7 -^' --. .' - * i.-r :• ' ,*'~v? provisi oris of the 
Uniform Housing Code, 1988 Ldjti».-n, ana l ;,•.- umlorm Cooe for the Abatement of 
Dangerous Buildings, 1988 Edition, hereinafter referred to as "Code", as 
adci *-- *• • • ^^i Lake City Code, ci Li ng the following 
deficiency ^  w m c n w*-:^ oni^rt". .<• tv? corrected within, thi i: t:y (30) days: 
A The roof i s leaking. 
< "'ho roo: members are sagging and buckl ing. 
D# Exterior trim and soffits are missing, buckling' and are 
unsound. 
" . interior siding ie missing'. • • 
; :\ K::ti ira ••• :)r ^ostn .-*nd h^-vrr , and trusses are 
unsound, set.I.ling and DLK ;.!..*-.. 
G. ••Ixterioi" wcx->d parts a nd trim 1 ack paint: or weather 
.xterior doors are mi ssing or are in disrepair. 
x. Windows are broken, missii ig and boarded. 
J. The building is in a clean and sanitary condition. 
K. Interior door casings and jambs are in disrepair. 
L. The ceiling covering is missing, 
M. Floor coverings have been destroyed. 
N. Painted surfaces are smoke and fire damaged, 
0. Interior generally has been smoke and fire damaged and is 
in disrepair. 
P. Required smoke detectors have not been provided. 
Q. Electrical, mechanical and plumbing systems have been fire 
damaged. 
R. The structure has been so damaged by fire that it is no 
longer stable. 
S. The building is vacant, open, and accessible to vandals 
and vagrants. It is also an attractive nuisance to 
children. 
5. The time of said Notice and Order for repair or demolition has 
expired. 
6. A subsequent inspection held on July 7, 1988, revealed that the 
defendants had boarded the structure but no visible efforts been taken by the 
defendants to clean the Property or commence repairs. The Property remains 
in substantially the same or worse condition as was found originally. 
7. Said Property presently exists under dangerous, substandard, and 
unsafe conditions which include the following: 
A. The roof structure of the building has been damaged by 
fire to such extent that it is in danger of collapse 
under snowload conditions. 
B. The roof members have been deeply charred by fire and show 
damage of 1? percent or ~n,rc 
•w. »•* inundation under *l)o ; ear .^XDrches or 1 t 1 le south side 
; though the building J^ • ui i ently boarded, ; h<;s become 
r-^  deteriorate th-v - * ^  become an attractive nuisance 
t : cl :i:i ] di: ei i • *nt s ai n ' • -. 
E. The n.of s t r u c t u r e 01 tr* nu i ld ing lias i t b ^ man ob 
percerV ^r **• wei th^ r arH f\r^ r e s i s t i n g q u ^ i i n e - s 
requ: : t • , , ; _ • . • • . -
h n l d i n u *;•! l ike a n - i h n g h t mid occupancy. 
»'••':! M* - ; i i '* -v^ t :f ' - 1 , r eques t s U>e Msyor of 
Sa i l i/akt i < \, . , ,jn .. t.:;n_ : ;.,.. ui j . . . 
' r de r ing the defendant(r i to apj>eai and : ' - JW cair^ , if -M 'V>*J have, 
i I: .; I - !a;i * ^ -*':-•-*• -- Jj^ 
p remises <-L 4Ub-Mi*. i^- i . CoLtaue Avenue in L-nt i^j-^ C r - /., . x? a 
substandar: d and dangerous b u i ' d i i r ; const 11.u* nu a
 h ui- l ic nu isance under the 
j : •][ o :i sioi: i 3 of Sect i en: 1 202 of * •• uiuiuiu, IKJW > 11 KJ I - L ^ / "' . 
Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Bui ld ings , ±?rr. E d i t i o n , as 
a d o p t s \ cvv~» i ^ l i ; *Q p • • r * ^ Sc'di Lakr Ci ty Code, and i s o therwise 
Cin je r^u 1 1 . 1 » t , nd *-'Of* 
2, Order ing the abatement * t sa id e u sance K demoli t ion a s provided by 
Chapter 48 of Ti tJ e 1 8 of t he Salt Ixike < i U Cocie, pursuant t o 1 :t le p] ai n t i f f ' s 
a u t h o r , .jLsted ii 1 Sec t ions >0 8 5? v n » ' , 1 ] e t seq , Utah Code 
Annotated 1953. 
3 "C i r ig tl ie aba ten o: it 1: £ sucl 1 dem :>] i t i c: •! , t :> be completed by tl le Ci ty 
wi th t h e expense thereof , HK. iuding U ^ L . O; Uie ir-di inuf I-J L-. . .w- r ron fhe 
Repair and Demolit ion Abatement Fluid. 
4. Order that without further action, the City Recorder is directed, 
upon receipt of the demolition report from the Building Official of the 
Department, to set a date for hearing before the Mayor to determine if the 
demolition costs, including the costs of hearing, shall be charged as a 
personal obligation of the owners and/or placed as a special assessment or 
certified lien upon the Property as provided in Chapter 48 of Title 18 of the 
Salt Lake City Code. 
Dated this jday of vNnryjLijMLj; , 1989-
o 
CHEffify D 




Attorney for P la in t i f f 
P e t i t i o n e r ' s Address: 
451 South >100 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
CHERYL D. LUKE 
City Prosecutor 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
451 South 250 East, Room 125 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Te1ephone: {8 01) 535-7 7 6 7 
BEFORE THE MAYOR D'l: 
SAI T . .AKE n ; " 
DATE 




'U ' iuW CAUSE 
N * i Q 9 - 1 
APPROVED 
/ 4f L I 3 
0 I T
 «C0^£p 
I n R e ; 4 0 8 - 4 1 2 E a s t . C o t t a g e Ave., 
S a ] t L a k e CI t y , U t a h 
SALT LAKE CITY CORPORATION, 
P e t i t i o n s , 
V S t 
EARL I: CON I IOY, LORETTA S . 
CONROY, DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, 
DELIA PAYNE, CHARLES VAN HORSSEN, 
SHEETS INVESTMENT COMPANY, KEITH 
JOHNSON, MARY JOHNSON, RULON F , 
CANNON, NYLL F . CANNON, GAYLE 
CANNON, ROBIIRT B . WATKIN5, a n d 
MICHAEL T . HOLLAND, 
D e f e n d a n t s 
O n r e i id I ng t h e P e t i t i o n f o i: Ab a t e me n t o f a P ub 1 i c Nu i s an c e h e r e t o 
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L a k e C i t y , I JtaJ i t h a t t 1 l e r e J s a p r o p e r c a u s e f o r c o n s i d e r i n g t h e d e c a -
t i o n of tho p r o m i nrs at 4 0 8 - 4 1 2 f < r o t ta>** £ *-n<^» :. * .* — y ( W'.i'i t 
b e a I:'J!JJ. i MLI -IUI city funds 
w i t h r ; a i d e x p e n s e *_ i,.» c h a r u e - J - - -wr,* i s -ij a s s e s s e d a s a s p e c ! a l 
a s s e s s m e n t o r c e r t i f i e d ^'. - • * * • .-* U n i f o r m 
Code f o r t h e A b a t e m e n t o t Danger CUL H.K XU. ng 
ar.-i a d o p t e - ' ->v ; * h j p w \ >f" T.*l«- 1H . ' 5 .e S a l t Lake C i t y Code a n d 
s - "i I J ' « . t e a i n t n e C i t y , 
APPROVED 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendants in the above entitled action 
be and appear before a panel of hearing examiners to be appointed by the 
Mayor of Salt Lake City from members of the Housing Advisory and Appeals 
Board in Room 203 of City Hall at 324 South State Street and show cause, 
if any they have, why the Mayor of Salt Lake City should not find: that 
that the structure at 408-412 E. Cottage Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah is a 
sub-standard, unsafe or dangerous building constituting a public nuisance 
to the life, limb, property and welfare of others; that said nuisance 
should be abated by demolition by the City, the expense of which should 
be paid by the Repair and Demolition Abatement Fund of the City; and 
further, why the expense to the City of such demolition costs, including 
the costs of such hearing, should not be charged to the owners indivi-
dually, and/or be assessed as a special assessment or certified lien upon 
said property, 
NOTICE 
YOUR ARE HEREBY ORDERED to appear in Room 203, City Hall, 324 South 
State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah on the 14th day of February, 1989 
at 2 p.m. Please govern yourself accordingly. 
DATED this day of JAN 10 1989 , 1989, 
ATTEST: 
MAYOR 
f/fAAUA, / /L / > ^ 
•'' "«»?&*£?& A*? TO PCPM 
Addr esses :>f par ti es of interest: 
E^rl F. Conroy 
4541 South Russell Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 04107 
Loretta ^ Oonroy 
4541 South Russell Street 
Sal t Lak<~- -it.y.. Hiah ^ H Q 7 
Keith Johnson 
1.515 West Culpepper Circle 
V*^t Jorda n, Utah 84084 
Mary Johnson 
1515 West Culpeper Circle 
West Jordan, Utah 8400-! 
I Julor i Cai u o: i 
114 Kensington Avenue 
Salt Lake City, \.)\ a\i 04115 
4o i>-a Dr ivo 
Salt Lake Cityr " M L 841 1 7 
Douglas A, Payr* -
933 East Wells Spring Road 
Mi i-valo *-\nh P'n47 
Nyle F. Cannon 
6065 South 900 East 
Murray, nt-nh P ^ ? 1 
Utah title < u a- Co. 
629 East 40U ! ;< ,il h • 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Exhibi; "9" 
MVRK S. MINER 
Attorney for Earl Conroy and Loretta Conroy 
525 Newhouse Building 
10 Exchange Place 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Phone 363-1449 
UTAH STATE BAR NO.#2273. 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT; CENTRAL DIVISION 
DISTRICT OF UTAH 
J. GARY SHEETS 
DEBTOR 
ORDER FOR ACCELERATED 
HEARING. 
BANKRUPTCY NO. 86C-00399 
CHAPTER 7 
Upon reading the verified motion of Earl Conroy and Loretta 
Conroy petitioners herein and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, That on February / W 1989; at 
10:00 A.M. the above entitled Court will call up for hearing and 
determination Petitioners motion to lift the Court Stay in the 
above entitled cause. 
IT IS FURTHER 
restrained from proceed 
and J. Gary Sheets and 
situated thereon at: 
RDERED, Salt Lake CitY-# Corporation is 
g against Earl Conr6y and Loretta Conroy 
j a i n s t t h e p r o p e r t y a n d b u i l d i n g s 
B e g . 88 FT. N. & 
BLK 2 0 , PLAT "BM SLC SUR: E, 
N. 4 6 . 7 5 FT. TO BEG. A] 
A v e n u e , S a l t Lake C i t y , Jef£ah. 
65 FT. E. FR. SW. COR. OF LOT 4 , 
7 3 \ 3 5 FT, S . 4 6 . 7 5 FT, W. 7 3 . 3 5 FT, 
d e s c r i b e d a s : 4 0 8 - 4 1 2 E a s t C o t t a g e 
U n t i l t h e P e t i t i o n e r s mot ion 
d i s p o s e d o f b y tjte a b o v e e n t i t l e d 
Done i n open Court t h i s 
t o \ l i f t t h e s t a y i s h e a r d and 
Court 
/ day of F e b r u a r y , 1 9 8 9 . 
E x h i b i t "10" 
NOV 24 1975 
Recorded at Request of TRIPLE M D " ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED, P.O.Box* 17405 S.L.C. 
a t ^ l ^ M . Fee Paid %£&! Kat!i L DIIGH, Salt Uk« Cr-y ^ •-
by yjjyfc?^'^ ^ Dep. Book Page Ref.: 
Mail tax notice ** Sajne as above kAAr^t Same as above 
2733222 QmT-QLAJM DEED 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE and DELIA PAYNE, h i s w i f e , as j o i n t tenants grantors 
of Sa l t Lake City , County of S a l t Lake , State of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to TRIPLE "DM ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED, a Utah Corporation, 
grantee 
of S a l t Lake Ci ty , Utah for the mm of 
**** TEN DOLLARS and other good and valuable considerat ion **** 
the following described tract of land in SALT LAKE County, 
State of Utah: 
COMMENCING 88 f e e t North and 91.65 f e e t East from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4 , Block 20, Plat "B", S a l t Lake City Survey; 
thence East 73.35 f e e t ; thence South 46.75 f e e t ; thence West 
73.35 f e e t ; thence North 46.75 f e e t t o the place o f BEGINNING. 
WITNESS the hand of said g:*antoc s , this 2 4 t h . , day of 
NOVEMBER , A. D . one thousand m'n* hundred an^-seventy f i v e . 
Signed in the presence of 
8 
en 
STATE OF UTAH, 1 g . 
County of S a l t Lake J • r- • 
On the 2 4 t h . , day of novenber A.D.one ^ 
thousand nine hundred and seventy five, personally appeared before me *£* 
jyUG^ KS^ r^ A^YNE, and DELIA PAYNE, his wife, as joint tenants, 
/t^.s^i^i^jth^f oregoing instrument, who duly acknowledge to me that t he Y executed the 
\ !«:^xri«^" • / £ : _. i , , 1/9 ^Noorr Public . 
\ y Utah Title and Abstract Company 
^ -WtHV«35S-7jS3 Too*. 882-3511 Stvtw WX-617S Sucranlt 336-5C79 Ztnlttt 864 W«bw 399-3373 
TabC 
MARK S. MINER 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
525 Newhouse Building 
Salt Lake Cityf Utah 84111 
Phone 363-1449 
UTAH STATE BAR NO. A22 73 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
) 
EARL E. CONROY and 
LORETTA S. CONROY, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, DELIA PAYNE, 
KEITH JOHNSON, MARY JOHNSON, 
Defendants 
MEMORANDUM 2 IN SUPPORT 
OF OBJECTION TO 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT. 
) Civil No. C88-314 
) Judge Leslie A. Lewis 
) 
) 
In the above entitled case, the Johnsons became firmly bound 
to the Conroys by reason of a Uniform Real Estate Contract from 
the Conroys to the Paynes; the Notice of contract (Exhibit "2" 
Recorded October 3rd, 1975) stated: "The undersigned gives notice 
of interest in and to the following described property by virtue 
of an unrecorded Contract dated August 30, 1975." Recorded in 
Book 3988 at page 446. This notice bound the Johnsons to the 
Conroys and the Johnsons were given constructive notice and the 
Johnsons bought the property knowing that there was an 
outstanding contract which- they were subject to along with a 
subsequent contract by the Paynes to Charles Van Horssen; an 
assignment from Charles Van Horssen to the Johnsons and an 
amendment of interest which was executed on March 25, 1980, which 
is annexed hereto as Exhibit 3, firmly binds the Johnsons to the 
Conroys via Uniform Real Estate Contracts. 
The Courts attention is called to Section 57-3-2 of the Utah 
Code Annotated reads as follows: 
(1) Each document, acknowledged, and certified in the manner 
prescribed by this title, each original document or certified 
copy of the document complying with Section 57-4-3 whether or not 
acknowledged, each copy of a notice of a location complying with 
Section 40-1-4 and each financing statement complying with 
Section 70A-9-402, whether or not. acknowledged shall from the 
time of filing with the appropriate county recorder, imparts 
notice to all persons of their contents. 
Whether Keith Johnson or Mary Johnson had actual notice of 
the contract which existed between the Conroys and the Paynes is 
no defense to the Johnsons. The Notice of Contract was of record 
and thus, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson are properly charged 
with constructive notice of the contract. See Callister v. 
Millstream Associates Inc. 78-p.2d 662, 663n. 3 (Utah Court 
Appellate, 1987) and Utah Code Annotated, 57-3-2 (1), 1990. See 
also Breuer-Harrison Inc. v. Combe 799-p.2d 716, (Utah Appellate, 
1990) Bergstrom v. Moore 677-p.2d 1123, (Utah, 1984) 
The Notice of Contract, having been properly recorded, gave 
constructive notice to Keith and Mary Johnson of the contract 
existing between the Conroys and the Paynes. Constructive notice 
under Utah Code Annotated 57- 3-2 (1990), the Johnsons were 
subject to the statutory covenant under Section 57-1-12. The 
2 




Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum #2 in Support of Objection to Motion for 
Summary Judgement in the above-entitled action to Michael Drake, 
175 South West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, Attorney for 
the Defendants, on the 10th day of September, 1991. 
3 
EXHIBIT 
MIEN RE-CORPEP MAIL TO : 
NOTICE OF CONTRACT 
The undersigned hereby gives Notice of in teres t in and to the following 
described property by virtue of an unrecorded CONTRACT dated AUGUST 30th. 
1975 . The property described in said <_ONTRACT is as 
follows: 
COM-ENCING 88 feet North and 91.65 feet East from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B ' \ Salt Lake City Survey; and 
running thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 feet; thence 
West 73.35 feet; thence North 46.75 feet to the place of BEGINNING. 
Recorded .HOCT 3 1975,. 2 
otfi 
K <%*•"»- 1 -•:••);•';:•;. r e c o r d e r ) 
REP. 
W I S - Voo e^V. 
i This Notice is made and executed this the -,nt^ day of AUGUST 
i 19 75. 
LeTiaTayne / 
STATE OF UTAH 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
On this the 30th day of AUGUST 
Co 
__, A.D., 19 7S
 t personally ^ 




tenants with full rights of survivorship for either.
 t the signers of this 
Notice of Contract who duly acknowledged to me that J-heY^^xeaite^^^trtSJne. <j) 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
My cormission t xp i res Resides a t :
 / ^^f^i J 
^<&w\ 
EXHIBIT " 3 " 
'UIIL.N RECORDED MAIL T O : 
'341%Sr) 
UTAH "TITLE COMPANY (c/o Sue Linck) 
629 IList 4th South, Salt Lake- City,' Utah 
CONTRACT AMENDMENT AND 
84 102 
ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT INTERESTS 
This Amendment, made in the rir.v of Salt Lake, State of Utah on the 
_ f/J^) *— d a v °f March, 1980, by and between Triple "D" Enterprises Incorporated, 
a Utah Corporation, hereinafter referred to as TRIPLE "D", and Keith Johnson 
\ t 
and Mary Johnson, contract purchasers by assignment, hereinafter referred to 
as JOHNSON, and Sheets Investment Company, hereinafter referred to as SHEETS. 
1 
i \ 
\ . WITNESS THAT: 
i 
WHEREAS, under date of December 6. 1976, Douglas A. Payne (now deceased) and 
i 
Delia Payne, his wife, as sellers, entered into a Uniform Real Estate Contract ^ 
with Charles A. Vanhorssen as buyer: and \ 
WHEREAS, Douglas A. Payne and his wife Delia Payne in fact had nc .interest 
in the real property, which was the subject of said contract, having conveyed 
it earlier to TRIPLE "D" by njeans of a Quit Claim Deed dated November 24, 1975 
! 
ana recorded November 24, 1976, as Entry. No. 2763222 in Book 4035 at Page 264; and 
WHEREAS, the above said Charles Vanhorssen subsequently assigned his interec 
in the contract to JOHNSON: and ] 
WHEREAS, the said Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne assigned their purported 
interest in said contract to Coordinated Financial Services, Inc., a Utah 
I ; 
Corporat ion, who in turn assigned said i n t e r e s t to Sheets Investment Company. liOVJ THEREFORE, the above 
the undersigned TRIPLE "D" as 
jsaid con t rac t is hereby amended to include and bind 
I 
jSeller under thct contract and this amendment 
is to relate back and be binding as of the dace the original contract was 
executed: 
It is the intent of TRIPLE "D" to ratify, confirm and honor the terms and 
conditions of that contract, as now extant: j 
TRIPLE "D" further assigns all beneficial or equitable title in the subject 
! 
property(subject to the contract with Johnson), to Sheets Investment Company. 
(2) 
The s u b j e c t j > r o P e r t y i s d e s c r i b e d a s f o l l o w s , t o w i t : 
C ; ramenc t n ? ^ f e e t N o r t h and 9 1 . 6 5 f e e t L a s t from t h e S o u t h w e s t c o r n e r 
^ i \JQ\_ tiv B l o c k 2QV PLax " B . ' \ Sa.Lt La.k.e Cixv Survevv a>xvd ^ a c v ^ cb,<>j\c.e. 
E a s t 73'-*-* f e e t ; t h e n c e S o u t h 4 6 . 7 5 f e e t ; t h e n c e West 73-35 f e e t ; t h e n c e 
N o r t h ^ A ^ * ^ f e e t t o t h e p l a c e of B e g i n n i n g . 
Dated this @2 i day of 1980. 






BITERS \J '; 
SHEETS INVESTMENT CO. 
By CARY^SfltETS, PRESIDENT 
ASSIGNEE 
STATE OF UTA"* 
COl'NTY OF S > L T L A K E 
On t i e 2 5 t h day of March t 1930 , p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d b e f o r e me 
D rLIA PAYN'E* u n o ^ e i n 6 DY rae d u l y s w o r n , d i d say t h a t she i s t h e P r e s i d e n t 
of TRIPLE *'#" ENTERPRISES, a c o r p o r a t i o n , and cha t s a i d inst*- en t was s i g n e d 
y^^h^ll.^oT^^A^A c o r p o r a t i o n by a u t h o r i t y of i t s b y - l a v s ( o r by a r e s o l u t i o n 
of . i t f c ba£&k'°^ M i r c c C o r s ) an<* s a i d DELIA PAYNE acknowledged t o ae t h a t s a i d 
• c o r p o r a l e£fic*d t h e same. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Viy c 6 h f f l i l « ^ n ' « < P ^ « : Mny 1 3 , 1 9 8 1 : . R e s i d i n g In- s « « u U k e ' C i t y . U t a h - ) % -
(3) 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
^ - ^ f X o ^ t h e 25 tb <jay of Ma<*c»»
 % 1980, personally appeared before me 
/ K5ITJ .^J0p«MN and KARY JOHNSON', the signers of the within Instrument, who duly 
* :VfejW*&/1^ 1iL£ \o me that they executed the sane.. 
VVfct* ' : ' ' : , " ' . ; / ^ ' NOTARY PUBLIC 
\ v _ " My corarttssitfn'expires:! May 13, 1981 Residing in: Sal tj Lake City, Utah 
STATE OF UTAH, 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE -
On the 25th day of March , 1980, personally appeared before me 
fCAlW 5HE£X$, who being by ae duly svorn did say that he is a General Partner of 
S """ "" -0 "i ' < 
SHEETS. JbWESTKENT COMPANY, a Limited Partnership, and that he the said 
"- ^v'"-V - - ' . " \ 1 ; 
*'« uAlfrr-SKS^ T^^  ?i5 duly authorized to sign the foregoing instrument as a General 
'.Partner!^ / " \ : j -- ' • ?-/^* / >^? / 
"-•;.; ;..-•*-v ' J NOTARY PUBLIC v i 



























IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
-k k k k k 
EARL E. CONROY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, KEITH 
JOHNSON, DELIA PAYNE, et al., 
Defendants. 
CASE NO. 880900314 
k k k k k 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE LESLIE A. LEWIS 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
NOVEMBER 5, 1991 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
RULING 
k k k 
«,. -.».. ^ ^ 
8 Ls"-
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
FOR THE PLAINTIFF: 
MR. MARK S . MINER, ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
Newhouse Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
FOR THE DEFENDANT: 
MR. H. MICHAEL DRAKE, ESQ. 
Suitter, Axland, Armstrong & Hanson 
Attorneys at Law 
175 South West Temple, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
3 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH; NOVEMBER 5, 1991; P.M. SESSION 
THE COURT: All right, it'll be the finding of 
the court that the defendant Johnson's motion for summary 
judgment is granted as to all but the waste claim. I'm 
going to give you, Mr. Miner, if you wish to, an 
opportunity to further address this point in writing if 
you, again, want to. I want to look more closely at that 
issue, so I'm not making a ruling on that at this point in 
time. 
As to the thrust of the motion for summary 
judgment, I'm granting that, specifically finding that 
there are no material facts in dispute that preclude a 
granting of summary judgment. In fact the parties seem to 
have a pretty clear consensus as to what has occurred 
factually in this matter. 
I'm going to find specifically that the Hansen 
versus Green River Group case is directly on point, and 
that that case appears to clearly mandate that under facts 
such as these, privity of contract is required. 
I see no privity of contract in this case between 
the plaintiffs and the Johnsons. The notice of interest, 
the contract amendment do not appear to change that, nor to 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
4 
distinguish this from the Hansen case. 
The contract amendment, I am finding, does not 
refer to the August 30, 1975 contract. And again, I think 
privity of contract would be required for the theories 
asserted by the plaintiff against the defendants on all 
causes of action, with the possible exception of the waste 
cause of action, and I'm reserving a ruling on that at this 
time. 
I'm going to specifically find that the facts set 
forth in the defendant's memorandum in support of motion 
for summary judgment are deemed admitted, not only by 
virtue of the fact that they have not been admitted or 
denied, but also by virtue of what I have understood from 
counsel in today's hearing. They don't truly appear to be 
in dispute. 
Therefore the prayer for the $13,971.05, together 
with interest for attorneys fees and costs, and for 
deficiency judgment, is basically part of the summary 
judgment, I'm specifically ruling that the plaintiffs are 
not entitled to any of that relief from the Johnsons. 
Again, as to the waste claim, I'm not ruling on 
that at this point in time, and for the moment that claim 
is alive, and I will give counsel for the plaintiffs ten 
days in which to file anything in writing that he wishes me 
to consider, and I'll give Mr. Drake ten days to respond to 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
5 
that, after which I will rule on that issue. 
If Mr. Miner elects to file nothing within the 
next ten days in conjunction with this issue, you have 
leave at the end of ten days, Mr. Drake, to file something 
initiating the court's review of this issue, even if you're 
not responding to anything filed. 
I want some further enlightenment on this point, 
in other words, from both sides, if possible. But if 
either one of you chooses not to address it, then I'll 
consider what has been submitted, and I will review the 
amended complaint on that point to determine whether or not 
it's a tortious cause of action pertaining to the waste, or 
whether it's basically contractual in nature. 
I'm going to ask that you prepare findings of 
fact and conclusions of law, Mr. Drake, pertaining to the 
facts that we have talked about that are set forth in your 
memorandum, and what I have indicated in my ruling today. 
They need be consistent with that. And also an order for 
my signature, submitting it to Mr. Miner for his approval 
as to form. 
Is there anything further at this time, counsel? 
MR. DRAKE: I don't have anything further, Your 
Honor, 
MR. MINER: I have nothing further. 




My clerk raises the question of the trial date. 
It appears that it would be appropriate, given the court's 
ruling, to strike the trial date, although I'm cognizant 
there are other defendants. To be honest with you, I'm not 
sure what the status on those defendants is. Can you 
enlighten me, Mr. Miner, on that? 
MR. MINER: I think that- -
THE COURT: I assume the trial was set as to all 
defendants, correct? 
MR. MINER: Yes. 
THE COURT: And I assume that there's no 
resolution as to the majority of these defendants; is that 
correct? 
MR. MINER: That's correct. 
THE COURT: So you think we'll still need the 
trial date? 
MR. MINER: No, I don't think- - Well, I don't 
think we will, Your Honor. My schedule didn't show a trial 
date. But I notice that the one today did. Did yours show 
a trial date? 
MR. DRAKE: I think we discussed that in prior 
hearings. Your Honor, I believe that what happened in this 
case is that a judgment was granted against all, if not 
most of the defendants. And I came to the court after the 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
7 
judgment was granted- -
THE COURT: You moved to set aside as to the 
Johnsons, which I did. And my question to Mr. Miner was, 
as to all of the other defendants, there's some, I don't 
know, I'd have to count, but it looks like there are like 
twenty defendants. As to those twenty defendants, do you 
have a judgment in place, or do you still need a trial? 
That's my question. 
MR. MINER: No, I don't need a trial. 
THE COURT: So there is a judgment in place as to 
the other defendants? 
MR. MINER: Yes. 
THE COURT: That answers my question. We will 
strike the trial date. If, after the written memos are 
submitted on this issue of waste and so forth, there 
remains some viable issue between the Conroys and the 
Johnsons, then we can reset it for trial at that point in 
time. Anything further? 
MR. DRAKE: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right, thank you, gentlemen. I 




STATE OF UTAH ) 
: SS. 
SALT LAKE COUNTY ) 
I, CECILEE WILSON, an official court reporter for 
the Third Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake 
County, State of Utah, do hereby certify that I reported 
stenographically the proceedings in the matter of EARL E. 
CONROY VS. DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, ET AL., Case No. 880900314, 
and that the above and foregoing is a true and correct 
transcript of said proceedings. 
Dated this 26th day of November, 1991. 
Cecilee Wilson 
Utah License No. 167 
k k k 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
TabE 
MARK S. MINER 
Attorney for the Plaintiffs 
525 Newhouse Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Phone 363-1449 
UTAH STATE BAR NO. A2 2 73 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
EARL E. CONROY and 
LORETTA S. CONROY, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, DELIA PAYNE, 
KEITH JOHNSON, MARY JOHNSON, 
Defendants. 
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
) OF OBJECTION TO 
) MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
) JUDGMENT BY REASON OF 
) WASTE COMMITTED BY 
) KEITH JOHNSON AND 
) MARY JOHNSON. 
) 
) Civil No. C88-314 
) Judge Leslie A. Lewis 
) 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On August 30, 1975, Plaintiffs entered into a Uniform Real 
Estate Contract, in which Plaintiffs sold, and Douglas Payne and 
Delia Payne bought the house and lot situated in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, described as follows: 
Commencing 88 feet North and 91.65 feet Northeast from the 
Southwest corner of Lot 4, Block 20, Plat "B", Salt Lake City 
Survey, and running thence East 73.35 feet; thence South 46.75 
feet; thence West 73.35 feet; thence North 46.75 to place of 
beginning. 
1. Title to the estate is vested in Earl F. Conroy, and 
Loretta S. Conroy as joint tenants. The buyers of the property 
are Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson, his wife, Sheets Investment 
was the holder of the beneficial interest of the Uniform Real 
Estate Contract. The Johnson's were in possession when the house 
burned. 
2. Douglas A. Payne and Delia Payne purchased the property 
from Earl F. Conroy and Loretta S. Conroy by virtue of an 
unrecorded Real Estate Contract dated August 30, 1975. Notice of 
Contract was recorded October 3, 1975, Entry No. 2748462, Book 
3988, Page 446. Said documents are annexed hereto and by 
reference made a part hereof and are identified as Exhibits 1; 2; 
and 3, respectively. 
3. Payne sold the beneficial interest in the contract to 
Gary Sheets; the Johnson's joined in by executing a contract 
amendment. See Exhibit "3". 
4. Charles Van Horssen obtained the property from Douglas 
Payne, and Delia Payne, his wife, through a Uniform Real Estate 
Contract, dated December 6, 1976. Mr. Horssen's interest is now 
held of record by Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson, as is reflected 
by an assignment dated January 2, 1979, Entry No. 3220134, Book 
4796, Page 871; see Exhibit ,,4M. 
5. On the 25th day of March, 1980, there was executed a 
contract amendment, which is annexed hereto and by reference made 
a part hereof as Exhibit "3". Gary Sheets by virtue of this 
assignment received all beneficial and equitable title in the 
subject property (subject to the Contract with Johnson to Sheets 
Investment Company). Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson contracted 
and agreed that they were totally bound by the original contract 
dated December 6, 1976, and that they ratified, confirmed, and 
honored the terms of the conditions of the contract, as now 
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existed, and that this amendment is to relate back and be binding 
as of the date of the original contract. (See Exhibit "3".) 
6. That on October 1, 1987, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson 
were duly served with Notice of Default of the Johnsons. On 
November 23, 1987, Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson were duly 
served with a Second Notice of Violation of Contract. 
7. That Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson failed and refused 
to make monthly payments of $115 for 20 months and were in 
arrears $2,300 when the suit commenced; by filing of complaint 
and the service of summons to Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson by 
the Sheriff of Salt Lake County, on January 19th, 1988. 
8. The premises were abandoned by Keith and Mary Johnson 
without the knowledge or notice to Earl Conroy or Loretta Conroy, 
his wife, and the house was left opened to the general public, 
which ultimately resulted in the house being burned down. See 
Petition to Abate a Public Nuisance, annexed hereto and by 
reference made a part hereof as Exhibit 8. The Johnsons committed 
waste by being in legal possession and leaving the premises; 
unsecured and available to the general public which resulted in 
the house being burn!t down; to the detriment of the Conroy1s. 
Keith and Mary Johnson further violated the contracts by failing 
to keep the house insured in the amount of $20,500 as was 
provided in the Contract. They were obligated to insure the 
buildings and provide the fee owner with a copy of the insurance 
policy. This he failed to do. Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson took 
possession on March 25th 1980; and the premises were destroyed by 
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reason of their deterioration, misuse, alteration, and neglect of 
the premises, Jowdy v. Guerin 10 Ari z. APP/205, 457 P2d 745, 748 
(1969). This loss took place while the Johnson's were legally in 
possession to-wit February 20, 1988; the Conroyfs were not in 
possession until after the Bankruptcy Court lifted the Stay; 
permitting the Conroy's to take possession of the property; 
to-wit, February 9th 1989.(See Exhibit "9") 
9. Gary Sheets filed bankruptcy and the beneficial interest 
of said property became subject to the Bankruptcy Court. It was 
because of this that the Johnsons remained in possession of the 
house and lot in that the Conroyfs were not entitled to 
possession until the mortgage was foreclosed and the Bankruptcy 
Stay was lifted. 
10. In this action the Johnsons have received two notices of 
breach of contract followed by a summons and complaint, in the 
above entitled action; notice from Salt Lake City, of an action 
condemning the house by reason of it becoming a public nuisance 
after it was burned down. This notice is annexed hereto and by 
reference made a part hereof as Exhibit "6"; also, by a notice by 
publication of the sale of the house and lot by the Sheriff of 
Salt Lake County. This action was pending from October 1, 1977 
with judgment being taken on August 14, 1990. The Johnsons during 
this time, knowing that they had been duly served with summons 
and complaint, failed to answer or otherwise plead. 
KEITH JOHNSON AND MARY JOHNSON ARE LIABLE TO EARL CONROY 
AND LORETTA CONROY AS SELLERS AND KEITH JOHNSON AND MARY JOHNSON 
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AS BUYERS OF A HOUSE AND LOT BY REASON OF WASTE OF THE HOUSE BY 
ALLOWING IT TO BURN DOWN. 
11. The complaint alleges facts which establish a 
contractual and a legal obligation of Keith Johnson and Mary 
Johnson which makes them liable for waste committed to 
Plaintiff's property. ( See Exhibit 2 ); which gave the Johnsons 
notice of the Conroy to Payne Contract. The Johnsons were named 
in the complaint because they were liable for a deficiency 
judgment as a result of being legally in possession and allowing 
the place to burn down. See Prudential Federal Savings and Loan 
v. King 22 Utah 2nd 381; Radley v. Smith 6 Utah 2nd 314; 313 Pac. 
2nd 465. 
12. Attached to this motion there is a complete break-down 
of the waste committed by the Johnsons in allowing the house to 
be burnt down while they were legally in possession of the house 
and lot. Certainly this is waste of the worse kind. The Conroy's 
sold a house and a lot. What they received back from the 
Johnson's is a vacant lot. Shouldfnt this type of a decision be 
avoided? Isfnt this rewarding the wrongdoer? 
13. On the 25th day of March, 1980, Keith Johnson and Mary 
Johnson entered into a Contract Amendment and Assignment of 
Contract Interest which firmly bound them to the December 6th, 
1976, Uniform Real Estate Contract; in which Douglas Payne and 
Delia Payne, his wife, purchased said house and lot from the 
Plaintiff's by a Uniform Real Estate Contract, (see Exhibits "1" 
"2" and "3"). These contracts firmly bound the Johnsons to pay 
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the Conroys. Notice of the contract between the Conroys and the 
Paynef s was of record and this notice binds the Johnsons to pay 
the Conroy's herein. (See exhibit "2"). Such is not the case in 
Hansen v. Green River Group 748 Pac 2nd 1102. In the Hansen 
case the Green River Group denied knowledge of the contract 
between the Jensen's and Synvest Incorporated. The Greenriver 
Group further did not commit waste of the Motel. This 
distinguishes this case from the one before the Court. There 
certainly an issue on whether or not the Johnson's committed 
waste of the Conroy1 house in the instant case; under the 
decision in the Hansen v. Green River Group. (Supra) 
CONCLUSION 
1. The above entitled action was commenced on October 1, 
1987. The Johnsons were duly served with a summons and complaint 
on January 18, 1988. The Johnsons vacated and abandoned the house 
and lot without the knowledge and consent of the Plaintiffs, as a 
result thereof, the house burned down. The Johnsons were served 
with a notice on the part of Salt Lake City to abate the nuisance 
(the burned down house) which they ignored. The Conroys were not 
placed in legal possession until the bankruptcy court remove the 
"Stay" and until the foreclosure of the mortgage by the Court; 
Which was one year after the house burn't down! To-wit February 
9, 1989. 
2. The Johnson's never lived in the house; they bought it 
for an investment. Let's put the shoe on the other foot. What if 
the Johnson's had fully paid for the house and lot and then 
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demanded a deed from the Conroy's. Would the Court then say to 
the Johnsons you are "Out". There is no privity of contract 
between you and the Conroys! The Conroy's may keep the property 
and the money tool Where fs the even handed Justice in this type 
of a decision? 
3. The Johnson's agreed to keep the premises insured against 
fire, in the amount of $20,500; which they failed and refused to 
do, this along with the failure to make payments and abandoning 
the house and lot, all to the damage of the Plaintiff's (They 
sold a house and a lot they have received back a vacant lot along 
with an Order from the City of Salt Lake to remove the remainder 
of the burn't down house.) This type of justice should not be 
permitted to prevail. 
4. The motion for Summary Judgment should be denied in that 
there are genuine issues of law and fact concerning the issue of 
waste. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dated this 14th day of November, 1991. 
Certification of Service 
I hereby certify that I mailed postage prepaid a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to Michael Drake, Attorney 
for Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson, to his Law Office located at 
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175 South West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah; on November 14, 1991 
and that said document was duly served according to law. 
l l\v^why) ^ , ~yj/lx^atsnJ 
MARK S. MINI 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 
525 Newhouse Building 
10 Exchange Place 
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DOUGLAS A. PAYNE, DELIA 
PAYNE, et al., 
Defendants. 
1 DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTARY 
l MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
I MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
i Civil No. 88-314 
i Hon. Leslie A. Lewis 
Defendants Keith and Mary Johnson, through their attorney H. 
Michael Drake of Suitter Axland Armstrong & Hanson, respectfully 
submit this Supplementary Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
support of their Motion for Summary Judgment• In accordance with 
the Court' s request, this Memorandum addresses plaintiffs' recent 
allegations of waste committed by the defendants. 
-1-
STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 
1. On or about January 19, 1988, plaintiffs filed the 
original Complaint in this matter, 
2. The original Complaint contains two causes of action. 
The first cause of action seeks foreclosure of property located in 
Salt Lake County, together with a deficiency judgment against each 
of the named defendants. The second cause of action is much like 
the first, seeking a declaration that the plaintiffs' interest is 
superior to the defendants' interest in the subject property, 
3. The original Complaint does not contain any allegation to 
assert a cause of action for waste; rather, the original Complaint 
seeks a mortgage foreclosure pursuant to contracts executed by the 
defendants. 
4. On or about August 6, 1991, plaintiffs filed an Amended 
Complaint which alleged for the first time that the Johnsons, under 
a Uniform Real Estate Contract, had "the obligation to keep the 
house on said lot insured against fire in the amount of 
$20,500.00.»l 
5. The Amended Complaint further alleged that the house on 
the property was destroyed by fire on February 20, 1988.2 
6. Finally, the Amended Complaint claims that these defen-
1
 Amended Complaint, 16. See also 19. 
2
 Amended Complaint, 19. 
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dants are liable for damages "caused by the defendants abandoning 
said house and by their further failure to keep the buildings 
properly insured. . . . "3 
7. Other than what might be inferred from the foregoing 
allegations, the Amended Complaint contains no allegations of 
tortious waste committed by Keith and Mary Johnson. 
8. On or about August 9, 1991, Keith and Mary Johnson filed 
an Answer to Amended Complaint. These defendants included the 
following as an Eighth Affirmative Defense: 
To the extent that plaintiffs' Amended Com-
plaint asserts a cause of action for noncon-
tractual tort obligations, such claims are 
barred by the applicable statutes of limita-
tion, including Utah Code Annotated §78-12-25 
and -26. 
9. The plaintiffs first used the term "waste" and made 
allegations of tortious waste in their memorandum filed in oppo-
sition to the defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. (Memorandum 
in Support of Objection to Motion for Summary Judgment dated August 
26, 1991, 55 8 and 10.) 
ARGUMENT 
The Court has already addressed the issue of the defendants' 
contractual obligations to the plaintiffs. The summary judgment 
order previously granted by the Court acknowledges that the defen-
Amended Complaint, 111. 
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dants did not have any contractual obligation to make payments, 
insure the property, or keep the property in good repair• The only 
remaining issues to be addressed are whether the plaintiffs have 
made and can sustain a claim for tortious waste. 
I. 
THE PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT PLEAD A CAUSE OF 
ACTION FOR WASTE. 
Although unsupported allegations of waste have been raised to 
oppose defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, neither the origi-
nal nor the Amended Complaint state a claim for waste. 
Three elements are essential to a cause of 
action for waste, which has generally been 
defined as "the destruction, misuse, alter-
ation, or neglect of premises": 
1. There must be an act constitut-
ing waste. 
2. The act must be done by one 
legally in possession. 
3. The act must be to the prejudice 
to the estate or interest therein of 
another. 
Hansen v. Green River Group, 748 P.2d 1102, 1106 (Utah Ct. App. 
1988), citing and quoting Jowdy v. Guerin, 10 Ariz. App. 205, 457 
P.2d 745, 748 (1969). 
Although there has been a statement to the effect that the 
house burned in February, 1988, there is no factual support that 
the defendants committed any act of vandalism or neglect that 
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caused the destruction of the house. The closest allegation in the 
Amended Complaint is that the defendants "abandoned" the house and 
failed to keep it insured. See Amended Complaint, 111. Such an 
allegation is not sufficient to plead a cause of action for waste, 
and put the defendants on notice of such a claim. 
II. 
PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR WASTE WOULD BE BARRED BY 
THE APPLICABLE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. 
In their memorandum, plaintiffs claim that the house on the 
property burned in February 1988. Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint 
was filed on August 6, 1991, more than three years after the 
destruction of the house. Utah Code Annotated §78-12-26(1) 
requires that an action for waste or injury to real property be 
brought within three years. The Amended Complaint was filed beyond 
the statute of limitations. 
Assuming arguendo that the Amended Complaint does state a 
cause of action for waste, it would be a new claim and would not 
relate back to the date of the original Complaint. Rule 15(c) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides: 
Whenever the claim or defense asserted in the 
amended pleading arose out of the conduct, 
transaction, or occurrence set forth or at-
tempted to be set forth in the original plead-
ing, the amendment relates back to the date of 
the original pleading. 
(Emphasis added.) Plaintiffs' claims of waste do not arise out of 
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the conduct, transaction, or occurrence alleged in the original 
pleading. The original Complaint only sought foreclosure. A claim 
for waste does not arise out of the foreclosure or the Uniform 
Real Estate Contract, but is an independent tort action requiring 
proof of destructive actions by the defendants. The burned house 
is not mentioned in the original Complaint, nor was there any 
allegation that the defendants failed to adequately protect the 
property. The new allegation of waste does not relate back to the 
original pleading because it is unrelated to the conduct, transac-
tions and occurrences set forth in the original Complaint. 
Acknowledging that plaintiffs' claims of waste would not 
relate back to the original Complaint is consistent with Utah case 
law. In Vina v. Jefferson Ins. Co. of New York, 761 P.2d 581 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1988), the plaintiff attempted to amend a complaint to add 
a cause of action against a third party defendant brought into the 
suit by plaintiff' s defendant. The third party complaint stated a 
claim for indemnification. The plaintiff' s proposed amended com-
plaint asserted a negligence claim directly against the third party 
defendant. The court found that the defendants' original claims 
against the third party defendant were not comparable in theory or 
damages to the plaintiffs' new claims against the third party 
defendant; therefore, the third party defendant did not have notice 
of the plaintiff' s potential claims against him within the period 
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of the statute of limitations. The amended complaint did not 
relate back to the original complaint and was barred. 761 P. 2d at 
587. 
In Yearslev v. Jensen, 798 P.2d 1127 (Utah 1990), the Utah 
Supreme Court upheld the trial court' s refusal to grant plaintiff's 
motion for leave to amend her complaint. The initial complaint 
sought damages for assault and battery. In the amended complaint, 
the plaintiff sought additional claims for unlawful arrest and 
malicious prosecution. Addressing the issue of malicious prosecu-
tion, the court stated: 
[I]t is abundantly clear that the amended 
complaint seeking damages for malicious prose-
cution presented a new claim charging new and 
different misconduct from the claim made in 
the notice for assault and battery. While all 
of the claims lie in tort, the new allegations 
are distinctly different and defendants' 
liability would be altered significantly if 
relief was granted on them. The amended 
complaint is much more than a mere expansion 
or amplification of what was alleged in the 
notice. Indeed, a notice of assault and 
battery does not contemplate a malicious 
prosecution or a false arrest claim. Violence 
would have been done to the requirements of 
section 63-30-11(3)(a)(ii) that the notice of 
claim shall set forth "the nature of the claim 
asserted" if the court had permitted the 
amended complaint to vary so profoundly from 
the notice. There must be enough specificity 
in the notice to inform as to the nature of 
the claim so that the defendant can appraise 
its potential liability. 
798 P.2d at 1129. 
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Although the Supreme Court in Yearsley focused on the notice 
requirements of Title 63, it recognized that new claims, even among 
the same parties, will not relate back unless adequate notice has 
been given and the new claim is related to the old. 
The plaintiffs' present claim for waste is not a mere 
expansion or amplification of what was previously alleged in the 
original Complaint, and does not relate back to the original 
pleading under Rule 15(c). 
III. 
THE PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT PRESENTED COMPETENT 
ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THEIR 
CLAIM OF WASTE. 
Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) provides in part: 
When a motion for summary judgment is made and 
supported as provided in this Rule, an adverse 
party may not rest upon the mere allegations 
or denials of his pleading, but his response, 
by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this 
Rule, must set forth specific facts showing 
that there is a genuine issue for trial. If 
he does not so respond, summary judgment, if 
appropriate, shall be entered against him. 
Plaintiffs have not presented any affidavits or other 
admissible evidence to support their allegation that the actions of 
the defendants proximately caused damage to the house on the 
premises. Under Rule 56(e), opposing affidavits must be made on 
personal knowledge, setting forth facts that would be admissible 
into evidence. The plaintiffs have not presented any competent 
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evidence to support their allegations of waste. Defendants' motion 
for summary judgment should be granted. 
DATED this Z^> day of December, 1991. 
SUITTER AXLAND ARMSTRONG & HANSON 
4^D>. 
H. Michael Drake, Esq. 
Attorneys for Defendants Keith and 
Mary Johnson 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by depositing the same in 
the United States mail, postage prepaid, this %hji> day of 
December, 1991, to the following: 
Mark S. Miner 
Attorney at Law 
10 Exchange Place, Suite 525 
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) Leslie A. Lewis, Judge. 
PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM IS NOT BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
1. On January 19, 1988, Plaintiffs filed original Complaint in this matter . 
2. That on February 20, 1988, t he Plaintiff fs house burned down. 
3. That on February 17, 1988, J . Gary Sheets, dba, Sheets Investment, e t 
aL, filed notice of Bankruptcy in Civil Case No. C-88-00314; t he above enti t led 
cause. See Exhibit "A" annexed hereto and by reference made a par t hereof. 
4. Upon Gary Sheets filing Notice of Bankruptcy, Section 362 of the 
Bankruptcy Code and Rules, took effect against the Plaintiffs, EarL E. Conroy 
and Loretta Conroy, and they were automatically stayed from proceeding further 
with this case against J . Gary Sheets and the Johnsons. So when the house 
burned down, the automatic Stay was in full force and effect . 
5. The automatic Stay remained in full force and effect until i t was lifted, 
pursuant t o a motion filed in the Bankruptcy proceedings on February 9, 1989. 
Hencef the Statute of Limitation did not run from February 17, 1988 until 
February 9, 1989, this tolled Section 78-12-26(1) for approximately one year, 
which places Plaintiffs cause of action for waste well within the three year 
Statute of Limitations. To wit: up to and including February 9, 1992. 
6. That on August 9, 1991, the Plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint in 
which they alleged in Paragraph 10 that the Plaintiffs are entitled to a personal 
judgement against Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson in the following amounts: 
Court Costs $524.24; Attorneys fees, $2,500; Demolition fees, $2,929.04, incurred 
by reason of Salt Lake City, Utah requiring that all buildings be demolished 
which was caused by the defendants abandoning said house and by their further 
failure to keep the buildings properly insured. 
7. That the Defendants were given Notice that the house had burnt down by 
their being served with an Order to Show Cause on or about January 23, 1989, in 
a Petition to Abate a Public Nuisance and by an Order to Show Cause, which 
was served on them which required them to appear at the City HaH on the 14th 
day of February, 1989. Said Petition to Abate a Public Nuisance and an Order to 
Show Cause are annexed hereto as Exhibit "B" and by reference made a part 
hereof. 
8. That the Courts attention is called to Paragraph 4 of said Petition which 
enumerates and describes the building as i t was after the fire. The Johnsons 
have acknowledged that they were served with both the Petition and the Order 
to Show Cause. 
9. That on June 26, 1989, the above entitled Court granted a personal 
judgement against Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson in the amount of $16,790.00; 
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plus Court costs of $524.24; at torneys fees of $2,500.00; demolition fees in t he 
amount of $2,929.04, incurred by reason of Salt Lake City requiring tha t aH 
buildings be demolished, which was caused and resulted from the Defendants 
abandoning said house and thereby allowing said house t o be destroyed by fire by 
strangers. This is t he Judgment tha t the Johnson moved t o be set aside. The 
Johnsons certainly knew t h a t the plaintiff fs were charging them with waste when 
they sought t o se t aside a judgment which granted Judgment against them for 
allowing the house t o burn down. The original complaint did not allege waste in 
tha t t h e house did not burn down until after the original complaint had been 
filed. 
10. The Johnsons were continually committing waste of t h e property from 
the time the house burned down until t he Petition by Salt Lake City t o remove 
the burnt building from t h e property was disposed of. Therefore the Sta tute of 
Limitations concerning waste would not commence t o run until t h e nuisance, t h e 
burned down house, was abated by the Conroys on January 23, 1989. 
11. The Johnsons were committing waste of the property up t o and 
including February 9, 1989, when the Bankruptcy Stay was lifted. Therefore 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint and suit far waste was well within the th ree year 
Statute of Limitations. See Exhibit "C". 
PLAINTIFFS HAVE PLEAD AND PROVEN 
THE CAUSE OF ACTION FOR WASTE 
In the case of Hanson v. Green River Group, (78 P.2d 1102) t he Court 
determined t ha t there are th ree elements essential t o a cause of action for 
waste, which has been generally defined as flthe destruction, misuse, a l terat ion, 
or neglect of t he premises." 
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1. There must be an act constituting waste. In this case, the burning down 
of the house, certainly constituted an act of waste. 
2. The act must be done by one legally in possession. Keith Johnson and 
Mary Johnson were certainly in legal possession of the premises. 
3. As of the 17th day of February, 1988, the Plaintiffs were subject to a 
"STAY" out of the Bankruptcy Court under Section 362 of the Bankruptcy Code. 
"The automatic Stay is one of the fundamental debtor protections provided by 
the bankruptcy laws. I t gives the debtor a breathing spell from his creditors. I t 
stops all. collection efforts, aH harassment, and all foreclosure actions. I t permits 
the debtor to attempt repayment or reorganizations, or simply to be relieved of 
the financial pressures that drove him into bankruptcy." The house burnt down 
February 20, 1988. Three days after the Notice of Bankruptcy was filed in the 
above entitled cause. There can be no doubt that the Johnsons were legally in 
possession of the property and were legally obligated to protect the property. 
Instead of protecting the property, the Johnsons abandoned the property and left 
the house available to the public, vandals, and strangers, which were all in 
violation of the Plaintiffs duty to protect the premises from waste. 
4. The Johnsons were certainly given notice that the Conroys were claiming 
waste by Paragraph 10 of the Amended Complaint which states that the 
Plaintiffs are entitled to a personal judgement against Keith Johnson and Mary 
Johnson in the following amounts: Court costs of $524.24; attorneys fees of 
$2,500.00; demolition fees incurred by reason of Salt Lake City requiring that all 
buildings be demolished, which cost the Plaintiff $2,929.04, all of which was 
caused by the defendants abandoning said house and their further failure t o keep 
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the buildings properly insured; unpaid taxes of $759.93; unpaid payments and 
interest of $16,790.01; making a t o t a l judgement of $23/503.22. 
5. The Defendants knew of the waste issue in the case from the time they 
moved t o se t the judgement aside up t o and including the day of the ruling of 
the Court on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgement. 
6. Plaintiffs submit t h a t the allegation of waste was sufficiently plead, t h a t 
i t has been an issue in t h e case since the granting of said judgement and t h a t 
the defendants have had more than ample notice of such d a i m . 
7. The Amended Complaint related back to the date of the original 
complaint and under Rule 15 C of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the 
amendment re la ted back t o the da te of t h e original pleading. 
8. The burnt house was clearly se t fcrth in the judgement and ever since 
the judgement has been se t aside, the re has been an issue of waste before the 
Court. 
9. The case of Vina v. Jefferson Insurance Company, 761 P.2d 581, does not 
appLy t o the facts and law in this case by reason of t h e fac t t h a t t he issue of 
waste has been before t h e Court since t he granting of the judgement on June 26, 
1989. 
10. The Johnsons have had notice of Plaintiffs da im for waste well within 
the Statute of Limitations and the Amended Complaint related back t o the 
original Complaint and is property before the Court. 
THE PLAINTIFFS HAVE PRESENTED COMPETENT ADMISSABLE EVIDENCE 
TO SUPPORT THEIR CLAIM OF WASTE 
1. The Plaintiffs have at tached t o their memorandums, including this one, 
the Petition t o Abate a Nuisance and an Order t o Show Cause. The Peti t ion t o 
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Abate a Nuisance stated that the roof of said house is leaking; the roof cover is 
missing; roof members are sagging and buckling; exterior trim and soffits are 
missing, buckling and are unsound; the exterior siding is missing; structural walls, 
post and beams, and trusts are unsound, settling and buckling; exterior wood 
parts and trim lack paint or weather protection; exterior doors are missing and 
are in disrepair; windows are broken, missing and boarded; the buildings interior 
door casings and jams are in disrepair; the ceiling cover is missing; floor 
coverings have been destroyed; painted surfaces are smoke and fire damaged; 
interior generally has been smoke and fire damaged and is in disrepair; 
electrical, mechanical and plumbing systems have been fire damaged; the 
structure has been so damaged by fire that i t is no longer stabLe. The building is 
vacant, open, and accessible to vandals and vagrants. I t is also an attractive 
nuisance to children. Said property presently exist under dangerous, substandard 
and unsafe conditions which include the following: the roof structure cf the 
building has been damaged by fire to such an extent that i t is in danger of 
collapse under snow low conditions. The roof members have been deeply charred 
by fire and show damage of 33% or more. The foundation under the rear porches 
on the south side cf the building are crumbling; the roof structure of the 
building has less that 66% of the fire resisting qualities required by law in case 
of a newly constructed building of like area, height, and occupancy. 
2. The foregoing description of waste which was done to the house while i t 
was under the supervision, control, and while i t was in the legal possession of 
Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson has dearly been a continuous issue before this 
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Court since Keith Johnson and Mary Johnson moved to set aside the Judgment in 
the above entitled case on the 16th day of April, 1991. 
CONCLUSION 
1. The Johnsons purchased a nice house and lot and while they were in 
possession and control, of said house and lot they did permit the house to so 
deteriorate and they did fail to properly care for the house and they permitted 
the house to become vacant and they abandoned said house and thereby 
permitted vandals to set fire to the house to the plaintiffs damage in the amount 
of $16,790.01; plus demolition fees of $2,929.04. That the Johnsons are seeking 
to avoid paying for their wrongdoing on technicalities of the law. They should be 
heLd accountable. 
DATED this 6th day of December, 1991 
Respectfully submitted, 
' A Mark S. Miner 
Attorney for KarL E. Conroy and Loretta S. Conroy 
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